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Editor's Note

Danielle Simms
Danielle Simms is a joint degree student at
Harvard Kennedy School and Harvard Law
School. Prior to graduate school, Danielle
worked as an engineer in a manufacturing
plant for two years and as a consultant for nonprofits for one year. Danielle has spent significant time volunteering and organizing around
issues related to racial justice.
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Anti-Blackness in Policy
Making: Learning from the Past
to Create a Better Future
After an event at Harvard Law School,
a White male student shared with me that
the further we get from segregation, the less
Black people can blame segregation for current disparities. This future attorney, who
undoubtedly will be in a position of power
during his career, lacked an understanding
of the complex history of race in this country. He did not understand that the systemic anti-Blackness that originated with
the enslavement of African people did not
cease to exist simply because explicit, legally
sanctioned racism “ended” in the 1960s. He
did not understand that the people who held
racist beliefs and upheld segregation in the
past are the same people who taught their
children, their grandchildren, and the students in their classrooms who are alive today
to hate. That this enabled not only systemic
racism, but also interpersonal racism.
Though this was a student at HLS,
many policymakers around the country
hold similar beliefs. For instance, Senator
Mitch McConnell told reporters that “he
does not favor reparations ‘for something
that happened 150 years ago, for whom
none of us currently living are responsible.’”1 2019 marked four-hundred years
that Black people have been in this country. The United States subjected Black people to 250 years of slavery, 100 years of

1

de jure racial segregation—legal separation
of racial groups based on the law—and fifty
years where significant racial disparities continued to persist. In response to McConnell’s
comments, author Ta-Nehisi Coates “ticked
off a list of government-sponsored discriminatory policies—including those in Mr.
McConnell’s birthplace of Alabama —such
as redlining and poll taxes” that occurred
well after the 150-year marker that McConnell identified.2 By not understanding race
and history, we ensure the systems of oppression that have been in place for the past 400
years will not be challenged, and as a result,
will continue. By not understanding race
and history, the natural answer to the questions “why are African-Americans overrepresented in the criminal punishment system”
and “why are African-Americans disproportionately low-income” will not be systemic
oppression, but racial inferiority.
The dominant narrative that the majority of us have been taught to believe is that
institutions, like the courts and police officers, are fair, good, and constantly in pursuit
of justice. With the twenty-sixth volume of
the Harvard Kennedy School Journal of African American Policy, we hope to challenge
this belief by highlighting how a diverse
set of institutions and policies have historically worked to further marginalize Black
people while drawing connections to how
similar practices exist today. The majority of
the works in this volume also contain recommendations for how we can prevent the
creation of anti-Black policies in the future.
The first article in this volume, “Institutional Racism Lives at HKS, Compromising
Its Effectiveness as a Public Institution,” was
written by Yohana Beyene, Karl Kumodzi,
and Danielle Simms, three Harvard Kennedy School students who sought to bring
to light the institution’s structural racism
in hopes that the exposure would cause
change to occur within the institution.
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The op-ed highlights the need to teach
public policy students about race and history to ensure their work after school does
not create further harm by perpetuating
anti-Black policies.
In “Segregated Healthcare: Past and
Present,” James Blum and Kamini Doobay
draw parallels between the United States’
history of segregated healthcare based on
race and the segregated healthcare that exists
today based on class that disproportionately impacts Black people. Blum and Doobay offer ways that we can learn from our
past to better understand how we can create an equitable healthcare system moving
forward.
In “Vilify Them Night After Night:
Anti-Black Drug Policies, Mass Incarceration, and Pathways Forward,” Victor J.
St. John and Vanessa Lewis discuss the
long-lasting impacts of anti-Black policies
through the lens of the “War on Drugs.” St.
John and Lewis also propose ways in which
current anti-Black policies can be addressed
and how future anti-Black policies can be
prevented.
Mutale Nkonde describes the way technology can be used to promote anti-Black
policies in “Automated Anti-Blackness:
Facial Recognition in Brooklyn, New York.”
The article explores the introduction of
facial recognition technology to a residential
building in the Brownsville neighborhood in
New York City.
In "Advancing Racial Justice Through
Local Governments," Zoe Bulger introduces
a framework for city and county officials to
contemplate while they seek to address racial
justice issues. She takes leaders through five
main stages of racial justice work within local
government and communities, provides
clear action steps for city and county officials
to take while embarking on the work, and
reiterates the importance of centering racial
justice work within cities.
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Miriam Edelman showcases an intimate
and masterful knowledge of the voting history of the District of Columbia and its particular modern-day implications for Black
residents in “D.C.: The Nation’s Plurality
African American Capital and Disenfranchisement in the U.S. Congress.” As Edelman explains, the calls for full voting rights
and congressional representation for D.C.
have been centuries in the making and must
be acted upon now.
In “‘With All Deliberate Speed’: Closing the Black Educator Gap,” University
of Chicago public policy student Michael
Johnson deftly lays out the causes of the
current dearth of Black educators and the
consequences this has for Black students.
Johnson closes by explaining how targeted
investments can make a difference.
Mara Roth analyzes the main arguments
against the 2009 North Carolina Racial
Justice Act in "Discriminatory Death: An
Analysis of the Legislative Advocacy Against
the North Carolina Racial Justice Act." The
RJA sought to minimize racial bias in death
penalty sentencing by introducing statistical
evidence of racial discrimination. She asserts
that the main arguments against the RJA are
rooted in anti-Blackness. Ultimately, Roth
urges racial justice activists to use the findings of the article to better understand the
arguments of the opposition.
The works in this volume provide a
few examples of how the racism of the past
has simply transformed and is still present
in today’s society. I encourage you to always
seek to understand how policies that are proposed today reflect policies that have come
before and the impact of those policies on
Black communities. However, understanding the intersection of race and history is
only the beginning of the work towards
racial equity. We must also actively unlearn
and combat anti-Black beliefs within ourselves and the world.
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Endnotes
1. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/us/politics/

slavery-reparations-hearing.html
2. Ibid.
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Institutional Racism Lives at
HKS, Compromising Its
Effectiveness as a Public
Service Institution
Yohana Beyene,
Karl Kumodzi,
Danielle Simms

Institutional Racism Lives
at HKS, Compromising Its
Effectiveness as a Public
Service Institution

Yohana and Karl are second year MPP students
at the Harvard Kennedy School. Danielle is a
third year joint MPP/JD student at Harvard
Kennedy School and Harvard Law School
This article was originally posted on November
29, 2019 on citizen.hkspublications.org. The
Citizen is the independent, official newspaper
of the Harvard Kennedy School.

“Over the last few years many Negroes have felt
that their most troublesome adversary was not
the obvious bigot . . . but the white liberal who
is more devoted to ‘order’ than to justice, who
prefers tranquility to equality . . . Even in areas
where liberals have great influence . . . schools
. . . and politics—the situation of the Negro is
not much better than in areas where they are
not dominant. This is why many liberals have
fallen into the trap . . . where a token number
of Negroes adds color to a white-dominated
power structure. They say . . . ‘Our university
has no problem with integration, we have one
Negro faculty member and even one Negro
chairman of a department.’”
– Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Where Do We Go From Here:
Chaos or Community?
These words by Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. were directed towards liberal White
Americans in 1967—but they could
easily have been directed at the mostly
White senior administration and faculty
at John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University in 2019. The
last line rings alarmingly true—Kennedy
School has only one Black tenured faculty
member.
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Harvard Kennedy School prides itself racialized—whether they acknowledge it
on being the world’s premier training ground or not. If these students do not understand
for current and future policymakers, politicians, researchers, and other public
The public policy problems that
servants. It aims to maintain this status
through recruiting promising students,
Kennedy School students seek to
world renowned faculty and lecturers, solve are deeply racialized – whether
accomplished fellows, and other distin- they acknowledge it or not. If these
guished visitors to cultivate the solutions students do not understand racism,
and skills needed for public governance.
history, and power, then they will
But the Kennedy School fails to do the
further
harm vulnerable populations
following: educate its students on systemic
through
their work after graduation.
oppression; recruit students and staff
from underrepresented racial identities
in meaningful numbers; and adequately
equip faculty members to effectively discuss racism, history, and power, then they
racism and power in their classrooms. The will further harm vulnerable populations
institution is run by an administration that through their work after graduation.
prefers tranquility to equality, resisting the
This topic is relevant for international
transformative changes necessary to address students as well. Systemic oppression and
these critical issues. This perpetuates insti- racism are a global phenomenon, and this
tutional racism at the Kennedy School and is a missed opportunity to give international
impedes its stated mission to prepare gradu- students the tools to understand both within
ates for leadership in a twenty-first century a global context.
democracy.

Race Cannot be Separated
from Public Policy
Teaching students about the complex history of systemic racism in the United
States and how to undo those mistakes is
not a core goal of the Kennedy School—
there are no required courses on the topic.
Though some students opt-in to the very
few classes analyzing racism, these are
usually students who are already interested in the topic and have some base
level knowledge.
This is not just a matter of diverging academic interests amongst students.
The public policy problems that Kennedy
School students seek to solve are deeply
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A Lack of Students, Faculty
and Staff of Color
There is an appalling lack of students from
historically marginalized backgrounds
enrolled at the Kennedy School. According
to the Data on Certain Aspects of Diversity
at Harvard Kennedy School report released in
October 2019, only 19 percent of the students who are US citizens at HKS are Black
or Hispanic/Latinx.1 There are no American
Indian, Alaskan Native, or Pacific Islander
students.2 Representation amongst the faculty is worse. An overwhelming majority
of tenured professors—78 percent—are
White.3
The lack of a critical mass of students
and professors from underrepresented racial
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backgrounds hampers the sophistication
and depth of classroom discussion and
learning. During the 2018-19 school year,
conversations about policies that have serious repercussions on communities of color
devolved into surface-level conversations,
with discussions including racist tropes.
During a discussion in a required course
about why checks and balances failed to
prevent the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II, one masters
in public policy (MPP) student said that
maybe the internment was “the right decision.” The professor did not address the
comment.

assumed the student was Hindu, when in
fact they were not.
Risse and Kennedy School Professor Richard Zeckhauser co-wrote a philosophy article in 2004 that outlines
a moral justification for racial profiling.4
After several critical responses from peers
on the logic and implications of their paper,
they wrote another article in 2007 reinforcing their original position.5
The articles on racial profiling have concerned many students who are required to
take Risse’s ethics course. The article rests
on the dangerous assumption that being of
a certain race (most of his examples are of
Black people) is significantly correlated with
the “propensity to commit certain crimes.”6
A Lack of Racially Literate
This premise is not only an intentionally
constructed and explicitly racist lie, but it
Faculty Members
also ignores the well-known fact that data
The lack of racial literacy amongst current on crime rates are extremely flawed in part
faculty members negatively and dispro- because of the disproportionate targeted
portionately impacts students of color and policing of Black people.7 Black people are
not more prone to criminality than other
people, but the article indicates Risse and
The administration’s failure to
Zeckhauser may believe otherwise.
critically examine how racism
In a conversation with students
functions and listen and respond to during the 2018-19 school year, Risse
students most affected does a
maintained that he and Zeckhauser
intended to engage with the discourse
disservice to all students and
around the use of racial information in
entrenches systemic racism.
a neutral approach informed by statistics.
He also affirmed that he believes using
perpetuates institutional racism. This is racial profiling is justified for policing in
exemplified in Mathias Risse. Risse is the certain situations. The United States does
director of the Kennedy School’s Carr Cen- not have a neutral criminal justice system,
ter for Human Rights and is one of four and the arguments Risse made did not have
professors who teach the ethics course that is a neutral effect. His work reinforces an
required for first year MPP students. During unjust system that criminalizes Black peothe fall semester of 2018, Risse repeatedly ple and justifies the use of police practices
and without prior notice singled out stu- like racial profiling that lead to assault and
dents in class based on his perception of death. Risse stated that far right groups
their ethnic and religious affiliations. This who he did not agree with embraced his
included asking a South Asian student to paper and invited him to various speaking
describe a Hindu religious text because he engagements. Risse says he declined these
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invitations, and still maintains that his paper
is neutral and objective.
Despite students voicing significant
concerns about Risse to administrators in
previous years, the Kennedy School named
him the faculty director of the Carr Center for Human Rights Policy.8 The administration’s failure to both critically examine
how racism functions and to listen and
respond to students most affected does
a disservice to all students and entrenches
systemic racism. Though we only reference professor Risse, he is not alone
in perpetuating racist beliefs that create
a harmful environment both inside and outside of the Kennedy School.

A Lack of Commitment by the
Administration
Over the span of just over six months in
2017, three Kennedy School administrators—all Black women—stepped down.9
This is indicative of an environment that is
not welcoming to faculty of color who advocate strongly for students of color who feel
marginalized by the Kennedy School’s practices. One of the three administrators, Alexandra Martinez, then the assistant dean for
diversity and inclusion, spoke openly about
this, publicly declaring a “lack of support”
from school leaders around addressing issues
of diversity and racism.10 It would be helpful
to know why the others stepped down, but
a commonly held belief is that nondisclosure agreements prevent us from knowing.
A fourth Black woman, a beloved administrator, left at the end of the 2018-19 school year.
In addition to their professional obligations, the faculty of color who remain
at the Kennedy School perform the all too
commonly invisible labor of supporting
students of color at predominantly White
institutions.11 This labor is not recognized
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or rewarded by the administration, but it
should be. There should also be other support systems in place so that these professors
are not overburdened.
Existing reports and articles have established that the Kennedy School does not
have an inclusive classroom culture and
fails to recruit students, staff, and faculty
of color.12 The Kennedy School’s leaders are
making deliberate choices that deprioritize
confronting racism and instead maintain the
status quo.
This failure extends to the dean of the
Kennedy School, Douglas Elmendorf. Last
fall, during a small group conversation, one
of the authors of this article told Elmendorf
that she did not believe the Kennedy School
adequately taught students to understand
how public policy can perpetuate systemic
racism. As a result, she added, Kennedy
School graduates will continue to harm nonWhite communities if they do not actively
learn how not to. Another student stated it
was unacceptable that there was only one class
during the fall semester explicitly about race.
Elmendorf stated that there are not
more classes about the intersection of race,
history, and policy because there are not
enough qualified professors to teach the
classes. When asked specifically if he was saying there were not exceptional people of color
outside of the Kennedy School who could
be hired to teach classes about race, Elmendorf simply replied that faculty members are
extremely protective of who gains entrance
into the Kennedy School and that there is
a high bar to pass.
Another explanation Elmendorf gave
for the lack of required classes exploring race
and policy is that the faculty that sets the
curriculum are all passionate about different
topics, which makes determining requirements difficult. What Elmendorf appears to
not understand is that all aspects of domestic
policy and many aspects of foreign policy are
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racialized. Racial literacy13 is not a second or
third language a policymaker can opt into.
It is the lingua franca of American democracy
and permeates all areas of work, including
seemingly “objective” sciences such as statistics and economics.
Elmendorf may believe the Kennedy
School’s hiring practices are objective and
decisions about what to make required are
fair, but when the school’s tenured faculty,
a group that is 64 percent White and male,14

Racial literacy is not a second
or third language a policymaker
can opt into. It is the lingua
franca of American democracy
and permeates all areas of work,
including seemingly “objective”
sciences such as statistics
and economics.
determines what credentials are necessary
to hire a professor and what is relevant
to the curriculum, their bias will inevitably impact the process in detrimental
ways.

Where Do We Go From Here?
The issues at the forefront of what the
Kennedy School calls our “leadership crisis”—immigration, policing, voter disenfranchisement, technology, AI, national
security, and Trumpism—are deeply racialized. If we do not prioritize engaging with
our nation’s racist past and present, these
problems will only become more entrenched.
For the Kennedy School to truly prepare its
students to be effective public servants, policymakers, and change agents, it should do
the following:
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1. Require a course on the history of
racialized policy in the United States and
abroad. Dr. Khalil Muhammad’s “Race,
Inequality, and American Democracy” is
a strong starting point. No student should
graduate from HKS without knowing basic
American history, how race was constructed,
the discriminatory policies that have been
put in place to preserve it, and how it functions institutionally today. Until more faculty members are hired to teach this class,
the Kennedy School could consider partnering with Harvard College to offer these
classes.
2. Cluster hire a cohort of three to four
professors who critically study race, gender, class, or power. One or two token faculty members cannot change the culture
of the Kennedy School. Research shows
a critical mass of people is needed in an
organization to make any real change.15
3. Anti-racism > Diversity: The Kennedy School should move away from
the current frameworks centered around
“implicit bias” and “diversity” that are used
for faculty training and new student orientation. Bias and diversity focus on interpersonal prejudice and cosmetic diversity.
Instead, the school should adopt frameworks
and trainings offering a critical analysis of
power and institutional racism, which facilitate an understanding of institutional racism
and the types of solutions that redistribute
power and promote antiracist pedagogy.
King’s critique of White moderates was
a critique of liberalism itself. Though liberalism is often taught as an ideology in which
all members of a society are equal, free, and
have certain rights, many of the architects of
liberalism were in fact exclusive. They were
explicit that only White, property-owning,
able-bodied men had these rights.16 Phenomena like the genocide of indigenous people,
chattel slavery, and restrictions on the right
to vote are often taught at institutions like
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the Kennedy School as aberrations from the
ideals of the system, when, in fact, they are
woven into the fabric of liberalism itself.
Liberalism not only tells us that we
should be equal and free, but that we already
are. Under this assumption of existing equality, efforts to hire more faculty who critically
study race or gender, or to recruit more students of color are seen as going too far. Why
give special treatment to one group of people
if, despite past harms, they are now on a level
playing field?
In the spirit of King, whom the Kennedy School so often celebrates, we need to
actively combat these trappings of liberalism
by recognizing that doing the bare minimum
is not anti-racist in an actively exclusionary,
violent, and unequal society.17
Passive racism will not move us towards
the world we claim to want.
Yohana Beyene is a second year masters in
public policy student at Harvard Kennedy
School (HKS) and co-chair of its Black Student Union. Prior to HKS, Yohana was
a research associate at the Columbia University
Justice Lab working on emerging adult justice
research initiatives, promoting developmentally
appropriate criminal legal system responses for
youth ages 18-25. She came to the Justice Lab
after working as a housing advocate at HomeStart, Inc., where she worked to stabilize clients
entering housing from chronic homelessness.
Yohana has been an active member of Young
Abolitionists, a grassroots collective in Boston
providing unwavering support to members of
the Boston and Greater Boston community
affected by the penal system, and in 2017 she
co-organized the International Conference
on Penal Abolition. She has also organized
affordable housing and anti-displacement
campaigns in the Jamaica Plain/Roxbury
neighborhoods of Boston. She currently sits on
the board of Families for Justice as Healing,
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a nonprofit in Massachusetts working to end the
incarceration and criminalization of women
and girls. She is a graduate of Columbia University with a bachelors in English literature
and a special concentration in human rights.
Born in Lome, Togo and raised in Las Vegas,
NV, Karl Kumodzi is a 2020 masters in public
policy candidate at Harvard Kennedy School,
where he’s researching democratic participation in solidarity economy institutions. Prior
to HKS, Karl was an organizer at Blackbird
and in the Movement for Black Lives coalition,
where he helped manage the development of the
Vision for Black Lives policy platform in 2016.
He was also a 2014-2015 Gardner fellow at
the Center for Popular Democracy, and has
written or contributed to a number of articles
and reports on universal voter registration,
policing, and progressive municipal revenue
policy. Karl holds a BA in public history and
a minor in comparative studies in race & ethnicity from Stanford University.
Danielle Simms is a joint degree student at
Harvard Kennedy School and Harvard Law
School. She is the co-editor-in-chief of the Harvard Kennedy School Journal of African American Policy. While in graduate school Danielle
has provided representation for indigent clients
in clerk magistrate hearings through Harvard
Defenders. She also represented indigent clients in housing matters through HLS’ housing clinic. Prior to graduate school, Danielle
worked as an engineer in a manufacturing
plant for two years and as a consultant for nonprofits for one year. Danielle has spent significant time volunteering and organizing around
issues related to racial justice. Danielle holds a
BS in mechanical engineering from Stanford
University.
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At hospitals in New York City and across the
United States, patients are segregated on the
basis of their insurance status. Uninsured
and publicly insured patients are often seen
in different facilities by different providers
and at different times than other patients
with private insurance. In New York City,
people of color are disproportionately represented among individuals with public
insurance, so despite the racial integration of
hospitals after Medicare in 1965, this system
of segregation by insurance status results in
de facto segregation by race.1 This paper will
explore how the current system of segregated
care is but the latest iteration of racism in the
healthcare system. It will also examine how
early efforts to integrate hospitals during the
Civil Rights movement can inform efforts to
integrate hospitals today. Lastly, this paper
will address why healthcare reform should be
approached as an issue of civil rights.
Without understanding the legacy of
segregation and racism in the healthcare system, it will be impossible to eliminate the
inequities in health between Black and White
patients that have been widely documented
in areas ranging from maternal morbidity to
stroke mortality.2 These disparities in health
outcomes can be traced back to the provision of healthcare to enslaved people in the
United States. The United States’ first system of segregated healthcare existed during
this time. Medical care for enslaved people
was focused not on their health but on preserving their physical ability. Furthermore,
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enslaved people were often subjected to tests
by White doctors who sought to develop
new practices and improve their skills. In
a book about the history of medical experimentation on Black Americans, Harriet A.
Washington explains how “southern medicine of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries was harsh, ineffective, and experimental by nature. Physicians’ memoirs,
medical journals, and planters’ records all
reveal that enslaved [B]lack Americans bore
the worst abuses of these crudely empirical
practices.”3 For instance, J. Marion Sims, the

New York City and the rest of the country,
while privately insured patients are cared for
by fully licensed physicians. Furthermore,
while some people excuse Sims and doctors
of the past for believing false racist notions
of medicine, current medical professionals
continue to hold racist beliefs regarding
patients. For example, a recent study of
medical students found that many held false
beliefs about Black people, including that
their nerve endings are less sensitive to pain,
which translated into an underestimation of
pain levels and lower likelihood of providing
accurate treatment recommendations.6
As the American healthcare system
Without understanding the
continued to develop during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
legacy of segregation and racism
a separate and unequal system of healthin the healthcare system, it will
care developed for Black Americans. In
be impossible to eliminate the
inequities in health between Black most places in the country, separate hospitals existed for Black patients; in larger
and White patients that have been hospitals, Black patients were kept on a
widely documented in areas ranging separate ward with separate blood banks,
from maternal morbidity to
staff, and services. Furthermore, there was
stroke mortality.
a separate training system for Black medical students, who were banned from most
state universities. Northern private uni“father of American gynecology,” developed versities refused to accept them as well. This
surgical techniques for correcting vesico- exclusion continued and was compounded
vaginal fistulas (an abnormal tract between as Black physicians were prohibited from
the bladder and vagina that often results admitting their patients to hospitals serving
as a complication of obstructed childbirth) White patients. This exclusion led to the
by experimenting with novel operations on creation of more than four hundred hosun-anaesthetized Black female slaves.4 In his pitals for Black patients operated by Black
autobiography Sims writes, “There was never professionals.7 In a morbid reminder of the
a time that I could not, at any day, have had quality of the hospitals that would accept
a subject for operation.”5 After perfecting Black patients, in her book Washington
his technique, Sims moved to New York recounts how the segregated healthcare sysCity where he opened a hospital for White tem forced Black patients to use “hearses as
women, and until 2018 he was commem- ambulances.”8 This system of Black hospitals
orated with a statue just outside Central largely developed in the early twentieth cenPark in East Harlem. While less extreme, tury without regulation or resources from
this practice has a direct equivalent today. the government.
Physicians in training provide the majority
The first major expansion of the federal
of care to publicly insured patients in both government’s role in healthcare continued
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the system of segregated care, but also killing President Harry Truman’s proposal for
helped lay the ground for its abolition. The a national healthcare system. In addition to
1946 Hill-Burton Act provided hospitals working against Truman’s healthcare plan,
with matching funds for construction and the AMA actively opposed Medicare and did
renovation. However, these funds were not not work to pass either the Civil Rights Act
distributed equitably. Inserted into the legis- of 1964 or to remove the ‘separate but equal’
lation was language requiring that a hospital language from the Hill-Burton Act of 1946.
or addition using the funds must be “made
In response to the AMA’s racism and
available to all persons residing in the terri- support for segregation, Black physicians
torial area of the applicant without discrim- formed their own association—the National
ination on account of race, creed or color Medical Association (NMA). In addition to
but an exception will be made in cases where supporting Black physicians, the NMA took
separate hospital facilities are provided for an active role in supporting policies that
separate population groups if the plan makes aimed to desegregate healthcare and expand
equitable provision on the basis of need access to it. For instance, while the AMA
for facilities and services of like quality for opposed Truman’s national healthcare proeach such group.”9 This language, inserted gram, the NMA supported it. The NMA’s
by Southern senators, is the only explicit advocacy ultimately helped to “strengthen
instance of federal legislation permitting the leadership role of Black health
discrimination on the basis of race in
the twentieth-century and it enabled the
[A] recent study of medical
massive expansion of a segregated healthcare system.10 This language would also
students found that many held
contribute to the undoing of segregated
false beliefs about Black people
healthcare following the Supreme Court’s
including that their nerve endings
decision in Brown v. Board of Education.
are less sensitive to pain, which
At the same time that federal legistranslated into underestimation
lation was shaping the nation’s healthof
pain levels and lower likelihood
care system, it was also being shaped by
of providing accurate treatment
medical professionals and the societies
recommendations.
that represented them. Indeed, one of
the strongest proponents of protecting
the segregated healthcare system from
government involvement was the Ameri- professionals in the emerging Civil Rights
can Medical Association (AMA). Founded movement and, eventually, in the struggle to
in the eighteenth century, the AMA had pass Medicare and Medicaid.”12 This work
long excluded Black physicians. By allow- by the NMA and Black physicians beneing its constituent groups to exclude Black fited not just Black patients but all patients
physicians, the AMA reinforced segregated who were marginalized by the American
care since membership in AMA affiliated healthcare system. In addition to supportgroups was often required to have admit- ing policies through the NMA, individual
ting privileges at hospitals.11 The AMA Black physicians were also crucial in serving
also actively opposed policies that would as plaintiffs in court cases that would ultihave expanded healthcare for all Ameri- mately help unravel the segregated healthcans. The group is largely responsible for care system.
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After the Supreme Court in Brown
v. Board of Education found the legal principle of “separate but equal” to be unconstitutional, Dr. George Simkins, a Black dentist
from Greensboro, North Carolina, brought
a suit that challenged the legality of the
“separate but equal” clause in the Hill-Burton Act. This clause was quickly declared
unconstitutional by a circuit court, and
President John F. Kennedy’s administration decided to support the lawsuit. Importantly, this case was being considered by the
Supreme Court at the same time that the
Senate was debating the Civil Rights Act of
1964, to which some Southern senators were
trying to add a “separate but equal clause.”
Ultimately, the Supreme Court issued
a decision that upheld the circuit court
ruling: Hill-Burton’s language was deemed
unconstitutional. This was understood by
the Senate to be an implicit notice that any
such language inserted into the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 would ultimately be found
unconstitutional.13

aimed at reducing poverty and racial discrimination also prohibited segregation.15
When Medicare was passed a year later in
1965 with the support of the NMA—overcoming the opposition of the AMA—only
integrated hospitals would be able to receive
funding under Medicare due to Title VI.
However, making sure all hospitals were
compliant with this regulation would be
more challenging.
Despite passing Medicare with Title VI
restrictions, it was not clear how Congress
could ensure that hospitals were not engaging in racial discrimination. Most notably,
Congress failed to provide funding for the
government to investigate which hospitals
were actually integrated.16 Furthermore,
early integration efforts of schools had taken
advantage of the Court’s call in Brown v.
Board of Education for “all deliberate speed,”
which allowed states to delay integration by
claiming they needed a long time to implement desegregation plans.17 To address these
challenges, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare decided that hospitals
[O]ne of the strongest proponents would have to prove they were complying
with Title VI in order to receive federal
of protecting the segregated
funds rather than having individuals or
healthcare system from government organizations challenge hospitals that had
involvement was the American
already received public funds. This was
Medical Association (AMA).
key to the desegregation efforts, effectively placing the burden of compliance
on the hospitals and ensuring that they
Ultimately, the Civil Rights Act of would feel pressure to integrate or be unable
1964 prohibited the use of federal funding to take advantage of federal funds. To overto “encourage, entrench, subsidize, or result see these efforts, the Office of Equal Health
in racial discrimination.”14 This language, Opportunity (OEHO) was formed.18 Fedcontained in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act eral workers with the OEHO were charged
of 1964, was crucial to forcing the desegre- with visiting Southern hospitals and ensurgation of hospitals. By stipulating that only ing that they were integrated according to
integrated institutions could receive the a strict standard. Their jobs were not easy;
massive increases in federal funding that they frequently faced intimidation and miswould come during the second half of Pres- direction from hospital administrators in
ident Johnson’s presidency, Title VI ensured the south who sought to maintain the segthat Medicare and other pieces of legislation regated healthcare system. On-the-ground
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volunteers often had to repeatedly visit hospitals before they “gave up attempting compliance charades and fully integrated the
patient floors.”19 However, because of these
inspections “approximately three thousand
hospitals [were] quietly, uneventfully, and
successfully desegregated in less than three
months.”20 This practice offers lessons for
today on how to work against segregated
care by insurance status.
One important lesson to be gleaned
from early efforts to desegregate healthcare
is that achieving systems reform will only
happen through the dedicated effort of
volunteers and individuals on the ground.
Put more simply, the “master’s tools will
never dismantle the master’s house.”21 In
the case of segregation by insurance status
in NYC, this work translates into helping
hospitals—and the public—see the injustice of segregated care. For example, work by
students at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in NYC showed a significant difference
in the time it takes to schedule appointments for clinics that serve privately insured
patients versus publicly insured patients,
which is often on the scale of five weeks.22
Similarly, other work at Mount Sinai has
shown that medical students believe that segregated care negatively impacts their medical
education and leads to worse outcomes for
patients.23 This work has been used to push
the administration of the Mount Sinai Hospital to try to integrate some aspects of the
labor and delivery floors as well as to bring
attention to the issue through the New York
City Council and other local organizations.
Moving forward, volunteers and individuals on the ground need to continue to draw
attention to segregated healthcare and push
institutions to make integration a priority.
One example of an organization doing
this work is the NYC Coalition to Dismantle Racism in the Health System, which seeks
to address personally mediated, internalized,
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and structural racism as the primary driver
of health inequities.24 This action-oriented
collective consists of more than 30 member organizations, 7 seven working groups,
and over 400 members. Importantly, the
coalition brings together community organizers, health professionals, public health
experts, and lawyers to act against racism
in the healthcare system. The coalition has
previously hosted a convening examining

[B]ecause of these inspections
approximately three thousand
hospitals [were] quietly,
uneventfully, and successfully
desegregated in less than
three months.
violence as a health issue and is committed
to bringing this same focus to its work on
segregated care.
Another lesson can be taken from early
efforts to desegregate hospitals: government dollars can be an effective incentive to
desegregate. Institutions frequently cite differences in the funds they receive for providing care to publicly insured versus privately
insured patients as a reason to maintain segregation. It is important, hospitals believe,
to attract as many privately paying patients
as possible—through nicer facilities and
fully credentialed providers—to offset the
costs of caring for publicly insured patients.
Institutions truly committed to eliminating
health disparities ought to lobby for changes
in New York State’s funding policies and the
federal government’s funding policies. Also,
just as federal dollars are denied to health systems that practice de jure racial segregation,
federal dollars could be denied to health systems that practice de facto racial segregation
via insurance status. Ultimately, segregated
care will only end when it becomes costlier
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to maintain a segregated system than to
integrate. New York’s government and the
federal government should help make this
a reality and stakeholders on the ground
should help hospital systems understand the
monetary and social costs already associated
with a segregated health care system.
Importantly, the fight to integrate
healthcare in the United States has a long
history. While the landscape may be different, the basic premise is the same: care can
never be both separate and equal.
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As of 2019, Black people made up 13 percent of the US population, but 40 percent
of people incarcerated in jails and prisons.
This article provides a historical account
of the War on Drugs in the United States
between the eras of President Richard
Nixon and President Ronald Reagan, highlighting the anti-Black intent behind drug
policies that were passed during this time.
Additionally, the article includes a review
of the impact that these criminal justice
responses had on the creation of the present-day mass incarceration issue in the
United States. Moreover, recommendations
for the review, repeal, and codification of
protective laws are proposed, as well as the
utilization of unifying campaigns to dismantle and prevent anti-Black policies and
practices.

Introduction
Anti-Black, in the simplest definition, is the
opposition to or hostility towards people
who are Black,1 or the othering or denial
of people who are Black as human beings.2
The transferring of either this disregard or
animus into government strategies and plans
for the public is best understood as an antiBlack policy. The mere rejection of strategies
that are aimed at removing the exploitation
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or unfair and inequitable treatment of
Setting the Stage for
people who are Black also falls under this
Mass Incarceration: The
umbrella. Inversely, pro-Black policies
War on Drugs Policies
support legislation and rules aimed to create equity and fairness for people who are
Black.3 Research yields that proponents of
Nixon’s Igniting of the War
anti-Black policy are historically and statistically associated with various characteristics, “You want to know what this was really all
including: a) being supportive of segregation; about? The Nixon campaign in 1968, and
b) having a conservative political ideol- the Nixon White House after that, had two
ogy; c) disapproving of the strategies that enemies: the antiwar left and Black people.
are used to bring fairness and equity to You understand what I’m saying. We knew we
the political agenda (e.g., certain activ- couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the
ist movements); d) being White; and e) war or Black, but by getting the public to assolacking explicit and implicit feelings of ciate the hippies with marijuana and Blacks
“closeness” or affinity towards people who with heroin, and then criminalizing both
are Black.4
heavily, we could disrupt those communities.
Today, the US criminal justice sys- We could arrest their leaders, raid their homes,
tem’s response to crime disproportion- break up their meetings, and vilify them night
ately impacts and harms people who are after night on the evening news. Did we know we
Black,5 evoking concern about the anti- were lying about the drugs? Of course, we did.”9
Black nature of the justice system.6 The
–John Ehrlichman,
“War on Drugs” in the U.S. is a notorious
Counsel and Assistant to the President for
example of: a) the way anti-Black poliDomestic Affairs under Nixon
cies create systemic racism; and b) how
anti-Black legislation left unchanged may
The quotation above underscores
exacerbate anti-Black policies in subse- the anti-Black intent behind policies that
quent administrations. This war is par- emerged from the U.S. federal governticularly understood as a catalyst for the ment in the 1970s. President Richard
funneling of Black people into penal Nixon’s top aide John Ehrlichman stated
institutions7—an issue that contin- the tough legislation on drugs that began
ues to disproportionately impact the
lives of Black people and communities
densely populated with Black people.8 Anti-Black, in the simplest definition,
is the opposition to, or hostility
This article delineates the development
towards people who are Black,
of anti-Black criminal justice policies, as
or the othering or denial of people
well as the impact that such policies had
on Black people, specifically through
who are Black as human beings.
a historical account of the War on Drugs.
The transferring of either this
The article concludes with several recom- disregard or animus into government
mendations on how to reduce the prevstrategies and plans for the public is
alence of anti-Black policies and how to
best understood as an
prevent anti-Black policies from being
anti-Black policy.
established.
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under the Nixon administration was created, in part, to negatively impact the lives
of Black people.10 Specifically, in 1971 drug
abuse became “public enemy number one”

drugs. Moreover, in 1973, President
Nixon ramped up his efforts to tackle drug
use in America through the introduction of
the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA).15 The
DEA was established with the sole purpose of enforcing drug-related laws and
Carter expressed the need to
regulations. However, the DEA primarily
targeted people of color—even though
decriminalize low level marijuana
White individuals were just as likely to
offenses in his presidential
possess drugs—setting the stage for an
campaign, arguing that ‘penalties
overwhelming number of arrested and
against possession of a drug
imprisoned racial minorities.16

should not be more damaging to an
individual than the use of the
drug itself.’

Ford’s Perpetuation of the War

The pressure for strict anti-drug policies during Nixon’s presidency continued
throughout Gerald Ford’s presidency, which
began in 1974. In 1975, the Ford administration released a report on drug abuse,
recommending that federal agencies shift
their focus towards: a) drugs that are most
harmful to individuals and society and b)
compulsive users of any drug.17 Specifically, the report identified heroin, amphetamines, and barbiturates as the drugs
posing the highest risk.18 President Ford
continued the rhetoric of the war, stating in a special message to congress that
“we had not won the war on drugs.”19
Here, Ford expressed the need for more
To see those, those monkeys from aggressive campaigns against drugs and
those African countries—damn
urged the White House Domestic Polthem, they’re still uncomfortable
icy Council to review and assess whether
the federal drug abuse prevention, treatwearing shoes!
ment and law enforcement strategies
were effective.20 In 1976, Ford introone legislation and placed marijuana in the duced the Narcotic Sentencing and Seizure
most restrictive class, Schedule I, which Act, which would have enacted mandatory
remains highly controversial due to a lack minimum penalties on individuals related
of scientific support.14 For the first time to the distribution, transportation, and
in US history, there was a single system of manufacture of opiates.21 The proposal was
control for both narcotic and psychotropic rejected.
under Nixon, launching the start of what
is commonly understood as the War on
Drugs.11 Publicly, Nixon would go on to use
research to justify this war, citing Dr. Richard Dupont’s research study on incarcerated
people in D.C., which argued drugs were
linked to crime rates.12
During Nixon’s presidency, Congress
passed the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of 1970 which
included as Title II the Controlled Substances Act (CSA).13 This act combined
previous federal anti-drug policies under
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Carter’s Attempt to
Transform the War
The momentum behind the War on Drugs
at the federal level curtailed in 1977 when
President Jimmy Carter shared his own
interpretation of the war. Carter expressed
the need to decriminalize low level marijuana offenses in his presidential campaign,
arguing that “penalties against possession of
a drug should not be more damaging to an
individual than the use of the drug itself.”22
He also supported the National Institute on
Drug Abuse in advancing more programs
to impede drug use, provide rehabilitation
services, and develop job training programs
for recovering addicts.23 In 1977, Dr. Peter
Bourne, an advocate for decriminalizing
marijuana, was chosen by Carter to direct
the Office of Drug Abuse Policy.24 As the
director, Bourne provided policy guidance
and monitored the performance of drug
abuse prevention efforts by federal departments and agencies. Additionally, Bourne
expressed his view that criminal penalties were neither effective nor appropriate
to fight drug use25 and President Carter’s
administration sought to follow this notion,
starting out by requesting that Congress
vote to decriminalize the possession of up to
an ounce of marijuana. However, efforts to
reform drug policies were put on hold after
a scandal surrounding Bourne’s alleged use
of cocaine and marijuana was publicized.26

Reagan’s Reignition of the War
“To see those, those monkeys from those
African countries—damn them, they’re still
uncomfortable wearing shoes!”27 This quotation captures a conversation in 1971 between
then President Nixon and future President
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Ronald Reagan, highlighting an existing
relationship between two prominent figures who would escalate mass incarceration
in the United States. This conversation also
illustrates the racist sentiments and language
wielded by policy makers who would help
shape the trajectory of disproportionately
sending Black people to jail and prison in the
United States.

President Ronald Reagan ratcheted up
the War on Drugs from 1981-1989. The
administration enforced several policies
that aimed to deter drug-related violence by
enforcing fixed and extended prison sentencing.28 Counts of people incarcerated for nonviolent drug offenses spiked from 50,000 in
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1980 to over 400,000 by 1997.29 The AntiDrug Abuse Act of 1986 is credited with the
uptick in people placed behind bars. The act
required mandatory minimum penalties for
cocaine-related offenses based on the quantity and type of drug, and differentiated
between crack and powder cocaine.30 Specifically, there was a minimum sentence of
five years for possessing five grams of crack,
which contributed to high rates of incarceration of Black people for nonviolent drug
offenses.31 The purer, more expensive, and
least accessible form of the drug—cocaine—
would require the possession of 500 grams to
trigger the five-year minimum sentence.32 At
the time, approximately 80 percent of crack
users were Black and the majority of cocaine
users were White.33 Scholars argue that this
difference in sentencing was enacted to punish Black drug users more harshly than their
White counterparts through targeting a drug
predominantly used by Black people.34 This
sentencing practice gained heightened scrutiny by justice officials in the 1990s.35

1980 and 2016, with a 356 percent increase
in the amount of people in prison, a 303 percent increase in persons held in jail, a 297
percent increase in persons on parole, and
a 229 percent increase in persons on probation.36 Figure I and II reflect public data
from the US Bureau of Justice Statistics to
illustrate the increase in correctional populations over time.
As of 2019, almost 2.3 million people
are incarcerated in the United States, with
one in five persons incarcerated for a drug
charge. 40 percent of the people who are
incarcerated are Black despite Black people making up only 13 percent of the US
population37—an overrepresentation present in all U.S. states.

Picking Up the Pieces and
Addressing Anti-Black Policies

Admittedly, an extensive analysis of the
ramifications of anti-Black policies often
requires bounding into lengthier books38
and is beyond the word count of this artiRamifications of the War
cle. Nonetheless, the War on Drugs in
America provides a case study for underThe war on drugs brought harsh sentencing standing anti-Black policy in the crimilaws and heavy policing of predominantly nal justice sector. Though Nixon’s racist
Black communities, setting the stage for an intent behind the anti-Black policies set
influx of individuals—disproportionately forth in the 1970s has been referenced,
intent is not a necessity for a policy to
be anti-Black, and it is not a necessity to
[I]t is imperative that anti-Black
demand a resolution. That is, regardless
policies and practices, whether
of the purpose behind a policy or group
used actively or not, are identified,
of policies, outcomes that demonstrate
removed, and replaced with
harmful, inhumane and differential treatment of Black people require remedy.39
protective policies that disallow
This final section proposes two ways in
their revival.
which anti-Black policies can be stymied
and prevented, including: a) the creation
Black people—into US penal institutions. of protective laws and implementation of
The number of people under the U.S. cor- systematic reviews and b) the use of unifying
rectional system grew tremendously between campaigns.
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Figure I. U.S. Jail and Prison Population between 1980 and 2016

Figure II. U.S Probation and Parole Population between 1980 and 2016
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Protective Laws and
Systematic Reviews

people in the United States came about as
a result of the pressures from war, protests,
riots, and the leveraging of legal and political
systems.42 Regardless of the methods used to
bring the topic of discrimination as well as

In the 1970s, unchecked policies and
practices under the Nixon administration
that allowed for the unfair treatment of
Black people were later pivotal in PresiThat is, regardless of the purpose
dent Reagan’s harming of Black people behind a policy or group of policies,
through the criminal justice system. Thus,
outcomes that demonstrate
it is imperative that anti-Black policies
harmful, inhumane and
and practices, whether used actively or
differential
treatment of Black
not, are identified, removed, and replaced
people
require
remedy.
with protective policies that disallow their
revival. For example, in 2019 US Senators Cory Booker, Kamala Harris, and
Tim Scott led a bipartisan effort to pass the anti-Black policies and practices to the foreJustice for Victims of Lynching Act, making front, it is important to unify people who
lynching, a practice commonly symbolic of are interested in addressing these issues. The
anti-Black racism in America, a federal hate theme of unity is always present and central
crime.40 Given the anti-Black history of the to social change.43 Notably, in the 1950s and
United States., policy makers should invest 1960s this call for a collective consciousness
more time, finances, and resources into around anti-Black issues echoed throughout
identifying practices and policies that allow the Civil Rights Movement in the United
for hateful, differential, or dehumanizing States.44 Additionally, leaders of the time
treatment of a person based on their race. also understood the importance of the uniMoreover, one approach to dismantling pol- fication of social classes, irrespective of race,
icies and practices before they are enacted is when addressing anti-Black policies and
to use disparate impact reviews. A disparate influencing public sentiment.45
impact review occurs when a committee
Today is no different, and campaigns
composed of stakeholders who are external that aim to unify people who seek to remove
and internal to a governing body are charged policies that treat humans differently based
with systematically reviewing policies and on the color of their skin are important.
practices that may have a disparate impact Unification may present itself differently in
on specific racial groups. Reviews for dispa- the year 2020, with pop culture46 as well as
rate impact or screenings for prejudice have social media being a primary tool for gatherbeen suggested as a way to curb the unfair ing people behind a cause and catapulting an
treatment of racial minorities in the justice issue to the top of policy making agendas.47
system.41
Unifying campaigns should leverage access
to the media, technology, and transportation
to breakdown the othering of people who
Unifying Campaigns
are Black by: a) rallying behind the removal
of and protection against anti-Black policies
Throughout history, legislation promoting and b) fostering in-person and electronic
the liberation and fair treatment of Black interactions (e.g., dialogue) with people
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who have yet to understand that individuals who are Black deserve to be treated by
the criminal justice system fairly, equitably,
humanely, and with empathy.
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It is a cold windy night in mid-November when I arrive at Atlantic Towers in the
Brownsville section of Brooklyn, New York.
Atlantic Plaza Towers is made up of 718
rent-controlled units spanning two buildings
that sit side by side facing Atlantic Avenue,
a major thruway connecting East Brooklyn
and Queens.1 Atlantic Plaza Towers is owned
by the Nelson Management Group (NMG),
a property management company that manages 13 apartment buildings across New
York City.2
I am here to meet Tranae’ Moran and
Fabian Rogers. Moran’s family has lived at
the Atlantic Plaza Towers for generations.
Both Moran and Rogers are floor captains,
acting as liaisons between the people on their
floors and the property’s tenant’s association.
Over the last year Moran and Rogers have
been protesting against the introduction
of facial recognition to Atlantic Plaza Towers.3 Tonight they are acting as my gracious
hosts. I decided to come to this meeting
after their representatives at Brooklyn Legal
Services connected me to them via email,
and l explained l wanted to feature their
work in this article. The flyer they created
to advertise the event billed it as “a community forum on the issues surrounding
facial recognition.” I found this intriguing
because much of the advocacy around banning the use of biometric technologies that
I have been exposed to is often done for
the Black community, but rarely driven by
Black people.
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Atlantic Plaza Towers was purchased
by the NMG in 2006.4 Since then, the
property has undergone extensive renovations. Each building has a beautiful,
well-lit facade, and guests are greeted
by a security guard. Tonight, in order to
gain entry to the building l am buzzed in
through two security doors before reaching the front desk. Once l reach the desk,
a security guard asks for my ID. The guard
glances at the picture on my ID and then my
face before buzzing me through a final door,
giving me access to the lobby. The commu-

[S]ociologist Michael P. Jefferson
used the term anti-Blackness to
describe the ‘debasement of [B]lack
humanity, utter indifference to
[B]lack suffering, and denial
of [B]lack people’s right to exist.’
nity meeting is taking place in a large room
at the back of the building. As I walk in,
a sea of multi-generational Black faces look
up to see who has just come in. Atlantic Plaza
Towers is home to multiple generations of
the same families. Some people smile, others
say hello, and at least three people urge me
to get something to eat.
Brownsville is home to the highest concentration of public housing in New York
City.5 The median household income is
approximately $26,400 and the neighborhood has a 39.9 percent poverty rate.6 In
2015, Brownsville’s population was 70 percent Black and 25 percent Latinx.7 Though
not public housing, Atlantic Plaza Towers is
rent controlled and houses a number of Section 8 recipients. 90 percent of the residents
are people of color.8
Due to their own racism and classism,
some people might write off this community
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as unsophisticated, but they would be mistaken. I am sitting in a room with at least
75 other Black people discussing the privacy implications of biometric technology.
The conversation does not quiet down until
a local assemblywoman starts to discuss
the paperwork the tenant’s association filed
with a New York agency to stop NMG from
installing facial recognition technology at
the entrance of Atlantic Plaza Towers.9

How Facial Recognition
Technology Works
During the tenant’s association meeting,
I find out the cameras currently in the
Atlantic Plaza Towers building are being
used to take pictures of tenants performing everyday tasks. If the tenants engage
in a minor infraction—for example, not
separating recycling—management sends
them a picture of the infraction and issues
a fine, a practice which is illegal in New
York State.10
The facial recognition (FR) technology
that NMG wants to install would take pictures of people’s faces and match the picture
against the images of people in an approved
database.11 FR systems are part of a host of
biometric technologies being sold as security solutions within the residential housing
market. The data used to train facial recognition systems to be able to match a face to
a picture is made up of tens of thousands of
digital images of people’s faces which, under
current law, can be mined from anywhere.

Automated Anti Blackness
There is historical precedent for technology
being used to survey the movements of the
Black population. In 1713, New York passed
the Lantern Law which demanded that any
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enslaved person over the age of 14 carry
a lantern at night so they could be easily
seen by White people.12 Much like Nelson,
at the time New York City legislators associated Black people with crime. This use of
lanterns, which were the cutting-edge technology of the day, mirrors the proposed use
of facial recognition technology at Atlantic
Plaza Towers. I view both of these cases as
examples of anti-Blackness in policies.
In a 2014 op-ed published by the Washington Post, sociologist Michael P. Jefferson
used the term anti-Blackness to describe
the “debasement of [B]lack humanity, utter
indifference to [B]lack suffering, and denial
of [B]lack people’s right to exist.”13
Automated anti-Blackness is a particularly potent form of racism because it is
enabled by data driven decision making,
which is assumed to be objective. How-

recognition systems not only relies on the
training data but also on the people who are
creating the algorithms because FR systems
“see” through the eyes of their creators. This
can create problems for tech companies that
lack employees who are racial minorities. I
recently conducted a diversity audit of Google and Facebook’s Artificial Intelligence
(AI) research teams, and found they had
one and zero Black members respectively.16
In addition to having little racial diversity
on teams responsible for AI, tech companies working with facial recognition systems often find it difficult to obtain datasets
with Black faces. One solution employed by
a Google contractor was to offer Black
homeless men in Atlanta $5 gift cards to scan
their faces.17 This may diversify the dataset,
but it is deeply unethical.
The way in which algorithms generate
discriminatory outputs is often referred to
as bias. However, the term “bias” does not
Given the subjective way in which
speak to the unique ways AI technologies
are weaponized against African American
algorithms are designed, the
communities and reproduce historical
accuracy of facial recognition
patterns of racism. This is an argument
systems not only relies on the
put forward by Simone Browne on her
training data but also on the people
seminal work on the history of surveilwho are creating the algorithms
lance Dark Matters.18 This phenomenon
because FR systems ‘see’ through
Browne uncovered can clearly be seen in
the eyes of their creators.
facial recognition technology.
In 2018, computer scientists Joy
Buolamwini and Timnit Gebru published
ever, data scientist Cathy O’Neil argues a paper exploring how accurate commercially
that algorithms are not objective in nature. available FR systems were at identifying genIn her book Weapons of Math Destruction, der.19 The systems were accurate 99 percent
she reveals the subjective manner in which of the time when identifying lighter-skinned
developers decide which inputs to use in the men, but the darker the skin of the person,
algorithm design process and what weight to the less accurate the FR systems were—gengive to each factor.14 She concludes technical der was misidentified in 35 percent of phosystems become encoded with biases of their tos of darker-skinned females. This begs the
creators because algorithms are simply opin- question: are these facial recognition systems
ions written into code.15
for all people, or just White people?
Given the subjective way in which algoThe expression of racial bias by FR sysrithms are designed, the accuracy of facial tems was further explored by the American
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Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). In the same systems because FR algorithms are protected
year the Buolamwini and Gebru report was by intellectual property (IP) laws. This lack
released, the ACLU ran a test to assess the
accuracy of Amazon’s consumer recognition software, Amazon Rekognition.20 The FR system’s misidentification of
The ACLU’s test compared images of innocent Black men and women as
members of Congress with a database of people who had been convicted of
mugshots.21 Rekognition identified 28 crimes is an example of automated
members of Congress as other people
anti-Blackness.
with criminal records.22 The misidentification rates were disproportionately high
among the Black members of Congress.23 of transparency creates a power imbalance
Nearly “40 percent of Rekognition’s false between developers, who are typically primatches in [the] test were of people of color, vate contractors, and policy makers, who use
even though they make up only 20 percent public funds to procure AI systems.
of Congress.24 The FR system’s misidentification of innocent Black men and women
as people who had been convicted of crimes
Regulating Artificial
is an example of automated anti-Blackness.
Intelligence
The lack of meaningful regulation of
biometric data means building managers Given the emergent nature of most AI techcould argue they want facial recognition sys- nologies, impacted groups are the experts
tems to consider criminal history as a fac- on how AI systems can marginalize certain
tor when making decisions about building populations. ln order to generate the politaccess. Residents living in buildings using ical will needed to regulate these technoloFR systems that are connected to a database gies, l strongly recommend the adoption of
with mugshots may be misidentified as per- a design justice framework.26 Design justice
sons with criminal histories, which could is a theory developed by communications
cause the person to be denied entry and—if scholar Sascha Costanza-Chock.27 She found
the building works with law enforcement— that by centering impacted groups in the
unjustly detained.
design process and focusing policy interventions on the impact—in our case the error
rate with facial recognition systems—rather
The Use of Facial Recognition
than their intention, policy makers can create frameworks that dismantle systems that
by the Government
reinforce anti-Black racism.28 The adoption
Despite issues with accuracy and a lack of of design justice thinking makes way for the
market testing, governments across the co-creation of AI policy with community
world are increasing their spending on facial groups.29
recognition technology.25 Taxpayers in the
Co-creation is a theory documented
United States are therefore paying for AI by Katerina Cizek, William Uricchio, and
systems that have been shown to discrimi- Juanita Anderson at MIT. Co-creation
nate against people on the grounds of race. often happens within communities, across
What makes this worse is it is hard to hold disciplines, and increasingly with living sysFR developers accountable for their flawed tems and AI.30 Co-creation confronts power
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systems that perpetuate inequality and offers
alternative, open, equitable, and just models
of decision-making, rooted in social move-

moved policy. The first policy shift was NMG
withdrawing its application with a New York
State agency to install FR units in the building.32 Second, local politicians are taking
up these issues in the legislature. The call
[B]y centering impacted groups in for regulation was answered by both state
Assemblywoman Latrice Walker and Conthe design process and focusing
policy interventions on the impact— gresswoman Yvette Clarke, both of whom
introduced the No Biometric Barriers to
in our case the error rate with
Housing Acts to their legislatures.33 The
facial recognition systems—rather centering of community voices birthed
than their intention, policy makers a movement in New York State to ban
can create frameworks that
facial recognition in public spaces bringdismantle systems that reinforce
ing New York in line with other anti-facial recognition movements across the
anti-Black racism.
country.
Moving forward, I have the below
ments.”31 In this case the power is concen- recommendations for regulating facial rectrated with private companies developing ognition systems in New York State housing:
facial recognition systems. Co-creation
1. Demand government vendors conwithin communities in order to tackle the
duct impact assessments on all algorithissue of racial bias in FR systems would cremic decision making technologies—a
ate a path to develop socially just polices that
regular evaluation of the tools for accucan regulate biometric technologies.
racy, fairness, bias and discrimination.34
If any facial recognition system is found
to have any discriminatory impact, the
Moving Forward
use of FR technology should be banned
within any properties under New York
Utilizing both the design justice framework
City Housing Authority control.
and the co-creation frameworks has been
2. The New York City Housing Authorextremely effective for tenants in the Atlanity should create an Office of Science
tic Plaza Towers. Press about the use of facial
& Technology to house a team of
public interest technologists who
are charged with the oversight of
Co-creation within communities in
how emergent technologies are used
order to tackle the issue of racial
within the agency.35
bias in FR systems would
3. The enforcement of a five-year
moratorium on the use of facial
create a path to develop socially
recognition technology in public
just polices that can regulate
housing, in order to conduct an indebiometric technologies.
pendent investigation into emails
dating back to 2009 relating to the
recognition technology at Atlantic Plaza
use of FR in properties under New York
Towers centered the stories of tenants living
City control. This investigation should
in the building. The negative PR that ensued
be conducted by an independent group
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of public interest technologists that is
made up of, but not limited to, residents of each building currently using
FR technology, computer scientists,
sociologists, artists, anthropologists,
legal scholars and practitioners, as well
as activists from jurisdictions that have
banned the use of facial recognition in
public spaces.
Facial recognition technologies are only one
example of biometric systems being used
by the public sector. For example, the New
York Police Department’s (NYPD) uses
ShotSpotter technology, a listening system
that uses algorithms to identify gunshot
sounds.36 Once the system detects a gunshot
it starts recording, and the recording is then
sent to a monitoring facility, then shared
with local law enforcement agencies.37 This
has raised questions around whether this
constitutes a warrantless search, which is
a violation of fourth amendment rights.38 To
fully protect Black people from automated
anti-Blackness, policy makers need to enact
comprehensive privacy laws that cover all
uses of biometric data in public life.
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Introduction
What does it look like to center racial justice work in local (city and county) governments?1 This paper aims to answer this
question by drawing on the work of intermediaries in the space (e.g., the Government
Alliance for Racial Equity) and on examples
from city- and county-led efforts.2 Together
these resources and examples help create a
picture of what racial justice work through
local government should be and could be.
While I do not claim a singular, comprehensive answer, this paper offers a broad
process for how local governments can
approach racial justice, including principles
that should guide the work and five iterative
stages of the work.

Principles for the Work
There are four principles that appear salient
when looking across racial justice movements broadly, as well as at racial justice
efforts within local government.
First, agencies and individuals must
continually renew their commitment to
racial justice, recognizing that change will
take many years and competing priorities
will always try to undermine the process. For
instance, consider Seattle, one of the first cities to launch a city-wide initiative focused on
racial justice. The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, an international collective
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of anti-racism community organizers and
educators, first began working with leaders in Seattle in the early 1990s. Yet it took
more than a decade for the city to formalize
a commitment to racial justice, launching
the Racial and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI)

Relational and cultural change has also been
critical to Racial Equity Here, an initiative
to advance racial equity efforts within five
cities:
We went into Racial Equity Here wanting to count the number of policies
changed. But, we also saw colleagues
. . . deepen their relationships with
First, agencies and individuals must
each other. We saw conversations
about race normalized in city halls.
continually renew their commitment
We saw leaders in cities realize their
to racial justice, recognizing that
own power as gatekeepers . . . We saw
change will take many years and
them speaking and listening to comcompeting priorities will always try
munities of color and implementing
to undermine the process.
their ideas. We saw a mayor address
his staff after a hate crime was committed in their city, not with speech of
in 2005. And today, racial equity leaders
politics, but with poetry aimed at conin the city acknowledge that there is still
necting to peoples’ hearts. We did not
much work to be done to fully invest in and
know that this ‘soft’ stuff of culture
advance a racial justice strategy.3
change would be the most important
Second, cities must prioritize the relastory we have to tell about these cittional and cultural elements of change alongies, but it was . . .6 (emphasis mine)
side the structural. It will not be enough to
Third, cities must center histories of
enact shifts in policy and practice if the ways power, oppression, and resistance, thereby
in which individuals and agencies operate— helping to amplify traditionally margintheir values, relationships, and sources of alized voices and ensure injustices are not
knowledge and power—do not also expand. perpetuated. By grounding present day
This centering of the relational and cultural efforts in an understanding of history, cities
means actively resisting elements of White better recognize who must be included and
supremacy culture (such as progress always empowered in the change effort and what
mean more)4 and may feel at odds with stands in the way of trust and collaborathe urgency of the problem, but it is cru- tion. As Race Forward leader Rinku Sen said
cial. In Salinas, California, leaders of the about the work in Salinas, “. . . The trauma
cross-sector Healing-Informed Governing that communities experienced from [the]
for Racial Equity initiative have acknowl- government fifty years ago is still present in
edged the need for relational work with the those communities, and it needs to be taken
community:
[into] account.”7 An understanding of past
. . . if you focus too much on the sys- injustice can also help explain how current
tem, you can . . . have unhealed rela- inequities came to be, pushing individuals
tionships . . . This can generate in the and agencies to address root causes rather
broader community a cynicism in than symptoms.
dealing with race, and about that parFinally, cities must recognize that they
ticular government’s commitment. will “stumble forward” in this work. This
–Rinku Sen, Race Forward5
means not giving up when mistakes are
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made, and not lowering the standard for
progress or relinquishing accountability.
In Minneapolis, for instance, community
leaders have called for more “White humility” in the city’s approach to racial equity,8
recognizing that in order to create progress,
leaders will need to ask tough questions of
themselves and one another, reflecting on
failure without letting failure get in the way
of pushing forward.

Stages of the Work
In addition to the four principles outlined
above, cities should move through five main
stages of work. These stages do not reflect a
purely linear process, but rather iteratively
build upon one another.

1. Identify and/or develop
racial equity champions with
some power
Cities looking to advance racial justice need
racial equity “champions” who raise racial
equity as a priority and eventually catalyze
and drive the work.
Effective champions need to be able
to think beyond the scope of what the city
expects, working creatively for transformation and confronting deeply held values. For instance, one early champion in
Seattle, Larry Evans, describes expanding
the scope of his role in order to do the
work in a way that would actually advance
equity:
I know my job description as
a legislative aid—and this speaks
to institutional racism—if I do it the
way they write it, it’s guaranteed to
support white supremacy and to do
harm to my community. So I have to
look at that job description (as we all
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do) and figure out “Okay, how am I
going to interject elements that I need
to interject in this so that not only do I
do no harm but do benefit to my community?”9
Racial equity champions also need high
emotional intelligence to be able to guide
people through the pain, distrust, and ambiguity of racial justice work. Rinku Sen, a
leader from Race Forward who worked on
Salinas County’s Healing-Informed Governing for Racial equity effort, explains:
One thing we know is that people have
a lot of anxiety about race discussions.
You have to have the emotional intelligence to lead that work, emotional
insight into the toll that racism has
taken on communities historically and
now.10
Often, early champions will burn
out or be pushed out before a city government reaches a tipping point of buy-in
and support. As such, it is important
to recognize prior work that paved the
way for more formal efforts and to create
links between past and current champions
(e.g., by the time Seattle’s RSJI launched,
many of the early leaders were gone).11
Moreover, while early in the process racial

Finally, cities must recognize that
they will “stumble forward” in this
work. This means not giving up
when mistakes are made; and not
lowering the standard for progress
or relinquishing accountability.

equity champions may be clustered at low
levels of leadership, eventually champions should exist at the most senior levels
in order to expand and sustain the city’s
commitment.
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2. Build knowledge, urgency,
and trust
Cities need to establish a foundation of
knowledge, urgency, and trust. Specifically,
cities need to educate staff on the history
of race and racism in the United States,
the basics of racial equity (e.g., what racial
equity means), and current racial disparities. Such efforts help build the case for
racial justice work, establish the moral risk
of doing nothing, and create shared understanding, including language, frameworks,
and tools.
Early in the process, cities often ask
external partners to lead training sessions
and retreats and target high-level leadership
to build buy-in. For instance, when Salinas was just starting its Healing-Informed
Governing for Racial Equity initiative, the
mayor, city manager, police chief, and public works director were invited to a racial
justice leadership training led by Race Forward.12 This training helped generate support and trust among these leaders, which
has since proved critical to the cross-sector
initiative. Over time, though, cities need to
reach a critical mass of city staff (and ideally community members) to create change.
For instance, Salinas chose to invest in
a weeklong training for directors and staff
from all fifteen city departments, which
helped to “raise everyone up.”13 In Fairfax,
Virginia, local leaders developed and disseminated a racial equity profile of the county to
demonstrate persistent inequities and expose
how much more prosperous Fairfax would
be if the equity gap was closed after discovering in 2012 that there existed a $26.2B
GDP gap due to racial disparities in income.
According to these leaders, the profile was
“instrumental in changing the narrative on
the importance of equity to Fairfax County’s
future,” eventually leading to the adoption
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of the One Fairfax resolution for advancing
equity.14
At some point, cities should also bring
educational efforts in-house to scale and
sustain the learning over time. For example,
the city of Portland now requires all staff to
participate in an Equity 101 training led by
the Office of Equity and Human Rights.15

3. Commit resources and
develop structures for action and
accountability
To launch and sustain racial equity efforts,
cities must commit resources, including
time, money, expertise, and institutional
power, and develop structures that will
support ongoing action and accountability.
In many cities, this step manifests in local
laws and new or revamped offices for equity,
which can be powerful ways to institutionalize racial equity as a priority. Cities that have
passed ordinances related to racial equity in
the past decade include Austin, Baltimore,
Boston, Minneapolis, Oakland, Portland,
and Seattle, to name just a few. For instance,
in 2019 Pittsburgh passed legislation that
declared its commitment to breaking down
barriers to racial economic inclusion and
equitable growth, required equity reporting for all city departments, and created an
equity and inclusion implementation team
to support implementation, monitoring,
and enforcement of equity and diversity
goals across city departments.18
Many cities also set up new or re-invest
in existing equity offices reporting into the
mayor or city manager. These offices usually
conduct internal activities focused on the
jurisdiction’s workforce (e.g., how to ensure
equity in hiring) as well as external-facing
activities, although the scope of this external
work is wide-ranging (e.g., data collection,
policy making, training, budget analysis,
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measurement and evaluation) and no shared
criteria in the field for what makes such
offices effective. While these offices often
play a critical role in launching formal initiatives and providing ongoing targeted support, resource and capacity constraints mean
they alone cannot drive change. Instead,
the work must eventually be upheld by all
agencies.

4. Take action in partnership
with the community

and ongoing alignment. For instance, the
city of Portland and a local community organization co-hosted a listening session with
more than 120 community members and
city employees.21 Even more telling, three
of the eight areas named in Portland’s racial
equity strategy focus on community partnership and engagement.22 Similarly, leaders in
Seattle say that community engagement continues to be the hardest part of the work:23
. . . to empower those communities so that they can do the work
more effectively than we’ll ever be

With commitment and resources buildPerhaps most important—and
ing, cities must, of course, begin to
most challenging—is ensuring such
change their policy and practice in a
way that operationalizes equity, and this
action is done in partnership with
action must be done in deep collaboracommunity members and other
tion with the community. Often, at this
local stakeholders (e.g., nonprofits,
stage, cities will require departments to
organizers, etc.). Given traditional
develop and carry out racial equity plans
divides between governments and
specific to their work. For instance, Portcommunities, cities should partner
land required each city bureau to develop
a five-year plan, with the Office of Equity with communities as early as possible
in the process and commit to deep
and Human Rights supporting bureaus
in creating the plans and reporting proglistening, ceding of voice, and
ress to the city council.19 Cities also often
ongoing alignment.
develop racial equity tools, which help
individuals and agencies put racial equity
into practice within a specific policy area.
able to do the work, that’s someFor instance, Austin created a racial equity
thing that we continue to struggle
assessment tool with community leaders,
with . . . when folks from the commuwhich as of March 2019 had been applied
nity are part of the institution and their
to more than half of the city’s departments to
expertise is recognized, you have interhelp identify priorities for action.20
nal change that takes place. It takes place
Perhaps most important—and most
very slowly, but it does take place.24
challenging—is ensuring such action is
done in partnership with community members and other local stakeholders (e.g., non5. Measure, communicate,
profits, organizers, etc.). Given traditional
and evolve
divides between governments and communities, cities should partner with communi- Finally, cities must commit to ongoing and
ties as early as possible in the process and transparent measurement, communication,
commit to deep listening, ceding of voice, and evolution of the work. This is the stage
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that feeds most directly back into each of the
other stages, but for which there are the fewest examples of success, given how relatively
young most city racial equity initiatives are
and how long it can take to see change in
outcomes rooted in centuries of racism.
Tools such as Results-Based Accountability are commonly used as part of the
measurement process, yet it is not clear cities invest enough in distinct resources and
expertise for measurement and evaluation.
For instance, looking across racial equity
offices in thirty three cities, ongoing performance measurement was one of the least
common practices performed by offices.25
Commissions or councils that represent
both the city and community can also help
ensure ongoing communication and expansion of the work, serving as a platform for
community members to share concerns and
as an advisor to city bureaus. However, these
commissions must be set up in a way that
truly empowers them to play this role; many
cities appear to have such commissions,
but the scope of their work and capacity is
limited.
Ultimately, as cities track progress
against actions identified in stage four, the
scope of their work should evolve to reflect
learnings and better address the way that
racial oppression operates across all aspects
of public life.

seems too early in the process to truly understand “what works” and to begin to claim
the impacts of city efforts. This makes it
that much more urgent that cities approach
the work alongside communities, and that
they commit to ongoing measurement and
evolution. Moreover, cities cannot shy away
from what resources are needed to spur and
sustain their racial justice efforts. We have
seen philanthropy play a role in supporting
the launch of racial equity initiatives—for
instance, the California Endowment funds
the steering committee in Salinas—but it is
clear that current resources are not enough
to sustain transformative processes.26 What
will it take for cities and their partners to
own the urgency and accountability of this
work with not just grand plans, but also the
resources to carry them out?

Conclusion: Moving Towards
Success for Racial Justice
Work in Local Government
Stepping back, there are clear themes for how
we can begin to center racial justice work
within cities. However, there is limited consensus on what defines success in this work
and what it takes to sustain the work. While
there are an ever-growing number of cities
with bold racial equity offices and plans, it
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The United States Constitution created the
District of Columbia with Article I, Section 8, Clause 17. It stipulated that a Congressional responsibility was “[to] exercise
exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten
Miles square) as may, by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress,
become the Seat of the Government of the
United States.”1
Unfortunately, for most of American
history District of Columbia (DC) residents have been disenfranchised—and still
are in important ways. Despite paying taxes
and fighting in wars, they lack full Congressional representation. They have had just
one non-voting House of Representatives
member since 1971.2 Prior to 1971, they
briefly had a non-voting representative in
the 1870s. This official can serve on and vote
in committees, speak on the House Floor,
and introduce bills.3 Without Senate representation, DC residents have had no input
on Supreme Court nominations, cabinet
nominations, and treaties.4
Congress has the power to disapprove
anything passed by DC’s government
and controls DC’s finances. The president
appoints DC’s judges.5 DC residents do
not control their local or national policy,
yet most Americans are not aware of this
injustice.6 As DC statehood expert Garry
Young said, “When you talk to tourists
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here in town, they are shocked when you
tell them the district has no voting in Congress.”7 However, Americans who do know
about DC’s disenfranchisement support DC
voting rights.8

Why DC’s Disenfranchisement
Matters for African Americans
When DC was declared the United State’s
capital in 1791, African Americans comprised 25 percent of the city’s population,
and most of them were enslaved. During the
Civil War and Reconstruction era, more than
25,000 African Americans moved to DC
When DC was a federal territory during the
early 1870s, African American men played
a major political role. However, in 1874,
three presidentially appointed commissioners replaced the territorial government
in part due to a reactionary response to
the increase in African American political
power. Government of DC by appointed
commissions continued until the civil rights
movement in the 1960s.
Since the turn of the twentieth century,
DC has had among the largest percentages
of African Americans of any major United
States city. Many African Americans work
for the federal government. Many attended
college at Howard University since its
founding in 1867. DC has hundreds of African American owned businesses. The District of Columbia Home Rule Act of 1973,
enacted by Congress and ratified by voters
in DC, created the most expansive form of
self-government in DC’s history.9 By 1975,
African Americans comprised more than
70 percent of DC’s population and shaped
the city politically and culturally.10 In recent
years, the percent of DC’s African American
population has decreased as African Americans have chosen to move elsewhere or been
displaced by gentrification. Since 2015, the
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District of Columbia has had a plurality of
African Americans, comprising roughly 48.3
percent of its population.11
Differences exist in the way African American DC residents and White
DC residents feel about how racism may
have influenced DC’s current Congressional representation situation. Whites who
are not involved in integrated lives do not
necessarily connect DC’s political situation
and race.12 However, Whites in racially
integrated residential and work areas have
views similar to African Americans regarding the effects of racism as a barrier to
DC voting.
Since DC achieved self-government
in 1973, its top elected officials have been
African American. All of DC’s elected mayors have been African American, and in the
early 1990s, DC Mayor Sharon Pratt became
the first African American female mayor of
a major American city.13 Additionally, both of
DC’s non-voting delegates since 1971 have
been African American.14
DC’s disenfranchisement deprives its
residents of the degree of influence on local,
national, and international issues that citizens in the 50 United States states have. The
city’s residents have long taken issue with
their disenfranchisement, harkening back to
objections to taxation without representation that precipitated the Revolutionary war.
In 2000, DC began issuing “Taxation Without Representation” license plates as a way
of protesting its lack of voting representation
in Congress.15 In 2013, President Obama
adorned his official presidential vehicles with
those license plates, showing support for DC
residents in their advocacy.16
At a time of narrow Congressional
majorities and partisan gridlock, two additional senators and a voting house representative could make a difference in votes
addressing issues of great concern to the
African American community.
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Criticism of DC Voting Rights
and Counterarguments

“It’s Not a State”
Critics claim that representation for DC
would be unfair to other urban areas, which
might also want the same direct representation. Why should the twentieth largest city
have two senators while Denver,the nineteenth, shares its two with the rest of Colorado?17 In addition, opponents often cite
examples of United States territories like
Guam and the United States Virgin Islands
who also have one non-voting delegate in
the United States House of Representatives and argue that DC should be treated
the same.18
However, DC is already treated as
a state in over 500 ways.19 The Twenty-third
Amendment to the United States Constitution authorized DC, the only non-state, to
vote in Presidential general elections.20 DC’s
mayor is similar to a governor, and DC’s
council is like a state legislature.21 Since it
is treated like a state in so many ways, DC
should be properly treated as though it were
a state by attaining Congressional voting
representation.
Furthermore, in addition to voting
in presidential elections and living in the
nation’s capital, DC residents are dissimilar
from the residents of United States territories. Unlike the residents of Puerto Rico,who
do not pay all federal taxes, and other territories, DC residents pay federal income
taxes and thus experience taxation without
representation.23

“Its Population is Too Small”
DC has a small population23 of approximately 713,244 people.24 Its population
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size was one reason why Congress did not
give Congressional voting representation
to DC in 1801. Its smaller population size
and reliance on federal funds are common
points used to argue for maintaining the
status quo.
However, DC’s population is larger
than the population of both Vermont and
Wyoming.25 Both states have full voting representation. In addition, in 2013,
twenty one states relied more on federal funding as a percent of state budgets than DC and of course have their
full voting rights.26 DC should not be an
exception.

“It’s Too Democratic”
DC is mainly Democratic.27 Ever since DC
gained the right to vote in the presidential
election in 1961, DC has given its three electoral votes to Democrats. In 2016, 90.9 percent of DC’s residents voted for Democrat
Hillary Clinton.28
Yet when it comes to representation, partisan make-up should not matter. The political leanings of states have
shifted dramatically over United States
history and even in the past decade.29 Residents of red, blue, and purple states did
not have their right to vote determined
by their political bent at the time of
their admission to the United States, and
DC should not be different.
Furthermore, DC voting rights were
not always so partisan. Historically, both
Democrats and Republicans have supported
full DC Congressional representation.30
One of many examples is the Republican
1976 platform, which stated that “We . . .
support giving the District of Columbia
voting representation in the United States
Senate and House of Representatives.”31
Prominent Republicans, including President
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Richard Nixon, presidential candidate Bob
Dole, and Senator Strom Thurmond, were
also supporters.32

“The Founding Fathers Did Not
Want DC-Specific Voting Representation”
Certain critics argue that the founding
fathers could have given voting rights to DC
residents and that they intended this disenfranchisement.33
This argument lacks historical context. In early United States history, DC
residents could vote in Maryland’s and Virginia’s Congressional elections, depending
on which state gave the land where they
lived.34 The founding fathers placed great
importance on the voting rights of citizens, and there is little that proves they did
not want the city’s residents to be able to
vote for Congress.

“It’s Too Close to Government”
Some people worry about DC residents
having more influence because they are
physically closer to the federal government.
The logic of this position asserts that this
proximity already affords DC residents outsized influence on national politics and that
adding Congressional voting representation
would give the city additional and unwarranted power.
Being near the federal government does
not directly result in much political power or
control over local issues. Many Congressional officials care more about their own state’s
constituents, national issues, and international affairs than DC specific issues.35 In fact,
elected officials’ stances on DC issues often
go against what many DC residents want
for themselves.
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Previous Attempts at
Congressional Representation
Throughout the years, there have been multiple proposals that, if implemented, would
have provided at least some voting representation in the United States Congress for DC
residents. Some of the proposals have been
the subject of Congressional hearings.
Statehood has been attempted before.36
In 1980, DC voters approved their own
constitution for a fifty-first state.37 The
Democratic Party has endorsed statehood in its party platforms for decades;
yet even when the House is controlled by
Democrats, it often refused votes on DC
statehood.38,39
In the early 1990s, the House debated
DC statehood for the first time.40 In 1993,
the White House favored statehood for
the first time.41 After a three-year effort to
have DC statehood on the House Floor, the
Democrat-controlled House rejected statehood, 277-153. Every Republican but one
and 40 percent of Democrats voted against
statehood.42 This vote was the first time Congress ever denied an applicant state’s admission to the United States43 While statehood
supporters considered the vote itself to be
a political victory, opponents thought that
the large loss spoke for itself.44
Efforts have also been made to gain
Congressional voting rights for DC residents
through an amendment to the United States
Constitution. In 1978, Congress passed an
amendment that would have granted DC
residents voting representation, but this
amendment was ratified by just 16 of the
required 38 states.45
Other relevant Congressional bills
were introduced. One was the No Taxation
Without Representation Act of 2003, which
would have granted DC full Congressional
voting representation; however, the bill did
not receive a vote on the floor.46 This bill is
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the simplest method to provide DC voting
rights, but it could easily be overturned in
a future Congress.
Another idea would have allowed
DC residents to vote in Maryland’s Congressional elections.47 While DC residents
would get Congressional representation
from this plan, they might oppose the
concept of voting in another jurisdiction’s
elections. DC residents would comprise
only a small fraction of the constituency of
Maryland’s senators, who thus might not
represent the District of Columbia well. DC residents may also not
be represented well in the House since
Maryland’s legislature could draw Congressional districts so that DC voters would
be unlikely to determine House election
outcomes. As a result, DC residents would
not be an important constituency for those
officials. Maryland residents would most
likely oppose this plan because they would
not want to dilute their Senate representation power by letting DC residents vote in
their elections. Marylanders may also want
to not be represented by DC residents in
Congress.
Another method would have returned
most of DC to Maryland, which ceded land
for DC centuries ago.48 In order for retrocession to occur, residents of Maryland and DC
would have to support it. There is no evidence
of support for this among the citizens of
Maryland or its state legislature, which
would have to take formal action for retrocession to occur. As for DC, in 1994
only 19 percent of its residents supported
this plan.49

International Perspectives
DC is the only capital of a democracy whose
residents lack full representation in the
national legislature. Other countries that
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disenfranchised their capital’s inhabitants
later granted them voting rights.50
Many countries used the United States
as a model when they changed their form of
government from non-democracy to democracy. Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Mexico,
and Venezuela formed republican governments. Those nations used large portions of
the United States Constitution in their new
constitutions. As a result, they originally disenfranchised the residents of their capitals.
However, since they wanted their governments to be more democratic, each of these
nations thereafter ended the disenfranchisement of their capital’s residents.51
Several multinational organizations
have criticized DC’s disenfranchisement,
among them the United Nations.52 In
December 2003, the Organization of American States released a report stating that the
DC situation violates international law.53
In April 2005, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
issued a report stating that “ensuring equal
voting rights is a fundamental OSCE
commitment.”54

Conclusion
Due to partisan reasons, DC residents will
likely not gain full Congressional voting
representation anytime soon. However, both
Republicans and Democrats have supported
multiple initiatives in the past, including
DC Congressional voting rights, for the betterment of the United States, not just their
political parties.
This civil rights issue is unfortunately
political, and both parties deserve blame.
Despite Democrats largely supporting DC
voting rights, twice over the past 30 years
Democrats controlled the Presidency and
both chambers of Congress , and DC residents still did not gain full representation.
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DC’s lack of full voting rights and Congressional representation are both an injustice to the African Americans who built the
city, and continue to contribute to heavily,
and a mark of shame upon our nation.
Note: This article primarily provides the background of DC voting rights and relates to the
January 21, 2020, blog post “Groundbreaking
DC Statehood Congressional Hearing” on our
website.
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The thread of anti-Blackness is ubiquitous
throughout the arc of United States jurisprudence and policymaking. Countless
examples including Plessy v. Ferguson, FHA
approved red-lining, and mass incarceration
only begin to highlight the degree of institutionalized racism embedded within the fabric
of this nation. Policies that explicitly adopt
anti-Black language and implementation
like those previously mentioned were and
continue to be incredibly harmful. However,
those which have race neutral implications
often lead to the reshaping of oppressive
structures rather than their elimination.
The Black educator shortage is one structure which has been significantly shaped by
a historic race neutral policy: Brown v. Board
of Education (1954). Given the incredible
value of Black educators for Black students,
we should look to the potentially well-intentioned Brown while understanding that
racial education equity can most closely
be achieved with race affirmative policies.
Thus, targeted solutions are needed, such as
investments in schools of education to provide tuition assistance for those obtaining
their teaching license. Additionally, significant investments should be made to expand
Grow Your Own (GYO) teacher preparation
programs, particularly at HBCUs.

The Black Educator Gap
Nationwide, educators do not reflect the
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racial diversity of their student populations.
While students of color account for the
majority of the student population, only
18 percent of educators identify as teachers of color.1 Of these 18 percent, only 7
percent identify as Black, compared to the
16 percent of Black student population.2
This shortage also extends to school leadership, as only 11 percent of principals
identify as Black nationwide.3 This presents a policy issue considering the transformative role of Black educators on their
students.
Diverse learning environments benefit
students overall, particularly Black students
from low-income households. For Black
students, the presence of Black teachers has
been linked to improved attitudes toward
their school, reductions in chronic absenteeism and school dropout rates, as well as
increased levels of college enrollment. For
Black boys in grades 3-5, the presence of just
one Black teacher decreased their likelihood
of dropping out of high school by 29 percent. For Black boys from very low-income
households, having one Black teacher
decreased their chances of dropping out
by 39 percent.4
Making sure that Black students have
more than one Black teacher is also crucial to their academic performance. Black
students in grades K-3 with just one Black
instructor were 13 percent more likely to
enroll in college than those who do not,
according to a study by researchers at
American University, Johns Hopkins University, and University of California Davis.5
Additionally, students who had two Black
teachers throughout this age range were 32
percent more likely to enroll in college. Having a greater number of Black instructors has
also been associated with decreased suspension rates for Black students.6
While there is no single cause of the
Black educator gap, there are a few factors
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which stand out. Given that Black students are more likely to be low-income and

Given the incredible value of Black
educators on Black students,
we should . . . understand that
racial educational equity can most
closely be achieved with race
affirmative policies.
first-generation students, they are more
likely to consider more lucrative career paths
to offset tuition costs. Additionally, Black
educators have the highest attrition rate of
all racial groups, so even those that become
teachers face difficulty staying in the profession. Less discussed, however, is the role of
past policies which serve to perpetuate this
challenge. The unintended consequences of
Brown not only provide key evidence of the
central role of Black educators within the
United States public school system, but also
warn us about the dangers of race-neutral

For Black students, the presence
of Black teachers has been linked
to improved attitudes toward
their school, reductions in chronic
absenteeism and school dropout
rates, as well as increased levels of
college enrollment.
policies in attempting to partially correct the
injustices of the past.

The Exodus of Black Educators
After Brown
In 1954, the Supreme Court overturned the
ruling in Plessy v. Ferguson and mandated that
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all schools desegregate “with all deliberate
speed.” While the ruling in Brown marked
a historic shift away from the intentionally
anti-Black and segregationist educational
policies preceding, it did little to ensure
the protection of Blacks forced to integrate
in its aftermath. This can be seen today as
public schools are even more racially segregated now than they were prior to 1954.7
Although Brown’s effect on students is central, it’s harmful effect on Black educators is
sometimes overlooked—particularly those
in the south.
Due to de jure school segregation before
Brown, which prohibited Black educators
from teaching at all White schools, the vast

with hostility similar to the students who
were integrating White schools. For displaced Black educators, many of their newly
assigned districts simply did not renew their
teaching contracts.9 Furthermore, White
educators were given the option to choose
the school they wished to transfer to while
Black educators were involuntarily assigned
schools in White districts.10 Once reassigned,
Black teachers were often met with so much
hostility that they were forced to leave.
The aftermath of these practices led
to a massive reduction in the number of
Black teachers, particularly in southern
states, which were the fiercest enforcers of
racial segregation. Overall, it is estimated
that school districts transitioning from
fully segregated to integrated resulted in
Because the schools serving
a 32 percent decline of all Black educaBlack students were underfunded, tors following Brown.11 This had devastatdesegregation following [Brown v. ing consequences for states in the South
Board of Education] often meant the such as North Carolina, which witnessed
all Black faculty
closing of Black schools, not White a 96 percent decline in
from 1965 to 1972.12 This also transschools. The Black instructors
lated to principals; the same period saw
vacating their schools were met with a 67 percent increase in White principals
hostility similar to the students who but a 30 percent decrease in Black prinwere integrating White schools.”
cipals.13 In total, it is estimated that over
38,000 Black educators lost their jobs in
the South and southern bordering states
majority of instructors were the same race as following the Brown decision.14
their students. This is why in the 17 states
with segregated school systems, 35 to 50
percent of all teachers were Black.8 HowTargeted Investments Needed
ever, the decision in Brown to merely desegregate, with no recommendations, timeline, The exodus of Black teachers in the South
or enforcement measures to foster conducive after Brown indicates that the Black educaeducational environments led to the mass tor gap is neither ahistoric nor coincidental.
displacement and exclusion of Black educa- Rather, it is a multi-faceted issue stemming
tors throughout the South.
from a myriad of factors including the adopBecause the schools serving Black stu- tion of race-neutral language within the hisdents were underfunded, desegregation fol- toric Brown decision. Thus, race affirmative
lowing Brown often meant the closing of policies must be adopted in order to begin
Black schools, not White schools. The Black alleviating structural challenges such as the
instructors vacating their schools were met Black educator gap.
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First, targeted investments should be
explored to provide additional tuition support for teacher preparation programs in
order to reach and retain more prospective
educators at all institutions. While students
of color accounted for over 37 percent of
individuals in institutions of higher education, they only accounted for 25 percent of
those enrolled in teacher preparation programs; those identifying as Black account
for even less.15 Reducing the financial burden which disproportionately deters Black
students would be an initial step toward
shrinking the Black educator gap.
Additionally, investments must be made
to expand “Grow Your Own” teacher preparation programs, specifically in partnerships
between local school districts and HBCUs.
“Grow Your Own” programs aim to provide
a pathway for members of the local community to become licensed teachers by offering
various supports such as professional mentorship, financial assistance for state examinations, and experiential opportunities for
students in the program. Call Me MISTER
is one of the prominent examples of a GYO
program which has had great success in
increasing the Black educator workforce.16
With 13 chapters, this initiative is on track
to double the number of Black male teachers
in South Carolina since its creation.
Investments such as these are just a
start to addressing the structural challenges
contributing to racial disparities such as the
Black educator gap. However, one thing
is certain, the future of our Black youth is
dependent upon policy being designed with
greater urgency and intentionality than
“with all deliberate speed.” If we are committed to eliminating the barriers created
by unabashed anti-Blackness, and merely
transposed by race-neutral policies, then we
must be even more courageous in adopting
policies that affirm Blackness and position
this affirmation at their very core.
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Introduction
The disproportionate impact of legal injustice on the African-American community
is uncontestable. From police brutality
to over-sentencing, surveillance and discriminatory criminal disenfranchisement,
explicit, implicit, and systemic bias has led
to the over-punishing of Black bodies and
revealed society’s undervaluing of Black lives.
Nowhere is this more prevalent than in the
life-or-death realm of capital punishment.
As will be later discussed, the intricate
relationship between race and American
capital punishment is historically rooted.
Then as today, race infiltrates nearly all
aspects of capital proceedings, from who
lives, to who dies, to who makes the decision. However, unlike in the past, modern
bias in legal proceedings tends to be implicit
and systemic, making it hard to explicitly
prove. This bias is hugely consequential and
demands an urgent response. Through an
analysis of the political debates surrounding the North Carolina Racial Justice Act,
this article explores the possibility for and
ideas that stand in the way of legislatively
addressing the impact of non-explicit bias
in capital punishment and the criminal legal
system.
The 2009 North Carolina Racial Justice Act (RJA) sought to address racial
bias in death sentencing by permitting
capital defendants to use statewide statistical evidence of racial disparities in capital
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punishment to appeal their death sentences.1
These disparities could concern the race of

criminal legal system and, in turn, how such
obstacles might be overcome.
This article argues that the main logic
used to oppose the RJA centered on speMock juror studies show that people cific arguments regarding the characterihold stronger implicit associations zation of the legal system: its uniformity,
between Blackness and guilt, than impartiality, and primary purpose. RJA
opponents asserted that the legal sysWhiteness and guilt, and that
tem’s lack of uniformity prevented capiBlack defendants tend to receive
tal cases from being effectively compared
harsher sentences compared to
through statistics, its impartiality made
White defendants who commit
the RJA redundant and unnecessary, and
identical crimes—especially when
the system’s primary purpose of exacting
these defendants have Afro-centric retributive punishment made the RJA
undesirable. While the first part of this
features or White victims.
article details the reasoning behind these
claims, the second takes these arguments
the defendant, the victim, or the individu- and applies pressure to them—specifically,
als struck during jury selection.2 Under the explaining how such arguments about the
RJA, if a judge found this evidence persua- legal system are deeply rooted in and reflecsive, a defendant could be resentenced to life tive of anti-Blackness. The article concludes
in prison without parole. This bill applied to by suggesting how these findings can inform
all future capital defendants and stated that future efforts to confront systemic bias and
current death row inmates had one year to anti-Black racial disparities in the criminal
retroactively appeal their sentences under legal system.
the RJA.3 This radical reform, however, was
not uncontested. Indeed, the RJA’s initial
passage was followed by four more years of
Capital Punishment and
vigorous debates and three repeal attempts,
Anti-Blackness
the last of which successfully repealed the
RJA in 2013.
Before broaching the RJA debates, underThe RJA and the extensive political standing the historic relationship between
debates it provoked present the perfect race and capital punishment is necessary.
opportunity to explore legislators’ responses It is impossible to adequately summarize
to policy that addresses the impact of this fraught history only briefly, yet this
implicit and systemic racial bias in capital section aims to touch on the most relevant
punishment and the criminal legal system. ideas. Much scholarship has documented
This article in particular uses an analysis how race and capital punishment have been
of all the legislative floor debates over the connected since the inception of American
RJA—between its passage and repeal—to slavery. Indeed, slave states uniquely relied
pick apart the logic4 that was used to advo- on public executions to maintain the system
cate against the RJA.5 Ultimately, such of chattel slavery: enchained slaves could
analysis can provide insight into the polit- not be punished with incarceration, so grueical ideas that impede legislative efforts to some executions and “public display[s] of
address non-explicit bias in the capital and the corpses or body parts of those executed
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for slave revolt, were [used] as dire warnings Psychologists have demonstrated that
. . . about the harsh consequences of insur- implicit associations between Black Amerrection or violence against slave owners.”6 icans and danger or violence are not only
Moreover, throughout the nineteenth cen- pervasive, but consistent, automatic, and
tury, the exclusive use of capital punishment not necessarily associated with explicitly racagainst Black Americans was codified in sen- ist attitudes.13 Mock juror studies show that
tencing laws: while every single state reduced people hold stronger implicit associations
the number of crimes for which White between Blackness and guilt, than Whitedefendants could be sentenced to death, ness and guilt,14 and that Black defendants
the crimes—and attempted crimes—for tend to receive harsher sentences compared
which African-Americans could be executed to White defendants who commit identical
remained numerous.7 Even after the Civil crimes––especially when these defendants
War, states continued this trend by institut- have Afro-centric features or White victims.15
ing Black Codes, which “served to punish Such bias is most prevalent in White jurors.16
African Americans by death for crimes Studies have also shown that people’s race as
that incurred lesser punishments for White well as their racial biases correlate with their
offenders,” and by allowing all-White juries support for the death penalty: White people
absolute discretion over whether to imple- and people with more anti-Black racial bias
ment the death penalty.8 Consequently, tend to support capital punishment.17
capital punishment was almost only used
Further research has demonstrated that
against Black people with White victims. legal actors’ biases are amplified by systemic
Some scholars also argue that around this bias: procedures within the legal system
time the domestic terrorism of lynching
legitimized “racial violence by representPsychologists have demonstrated
ing it as criminal punishment.”9 Whether
that implicit associations between
capital punishment today represents
Black Americans and danger or
modern lynching is a point of schol10
violence are not only pervasive,
arly debate. However it is notable that
but consistent, automatic, and
a state’s history of lynching is one of the
strongest predictors of its modern execunot necessarily associated with
tion rate.11
explicitly racist attitudes.
The connection between race and
the death penalty has retained salience
in modern times. Studies spanning from tend to promote racialized outcomes. For
the mid-1900’s to today demonstrate that instance, an examination of guided-discreBlack defendants and defendants with tion policies—which supposedly prevent
White victims are more likely to receive arbitrary sentencing—reveal that these regthe death penalty, and that Black jurors ulations are immensely vague and ultimately
are more likely to be struck from capital legitimize the biased implementation of the
juries compared to their White counter- death penalty. In Georgia, the death penalty
parts.12 These contemporary trends are not can be imposed in the presence of aggravata direct result of explicitly racial laws and ing factors, one of which is a finding that the
terrorism. Rather, extensive literature has crime “was outrageously or wantonly vile,
established that entrenched bias is a main horrible or inhuman.”18 Similar laws in Texas
cause of capital sentencing disparities today. and Oregon permit jurors to implement the
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death penalty based on their assessment of
the defendant’s “future dangerousness,”19
while Idaho jurors can find that “the defendant exhibited utter disregard for human
life.”20 Such vague and subjective guidelines
leave ample room for biased ideas about
dangerousness and guilt to pervade capital
sentencing decisions.
Similarly, Batson rules supposedly protect against racialized jury selection by prohibiting attorneys from using race as a reason
to strike jurors. However, to counter alleged
Batson violations, attorneys must only “come
forward with a neutral explanation for challenging Black jurors.”21 These explanations
can be related to anything: jurors’ apparent
eagerness or lack of enthusiasm, their experiences as crime victims or lack thereof,
appearing shy or confident.22 Scholars are
in agreement that attorneys’ ability to strike
jurors for any reason makes Batson protections inadequate because “it is far too easy to
generate plausible, race-neutral justifications
that leave judges no choice but to accept
them.”23 Indeed, despite Batson, Black jurors
face higher rates of exclusion from particularly capital juries compared to their White
counterparts.24 This has important implications, as research has found that diverse juries
allow for more comprehensive deliberations,
and ameliorate the impacts of bias.25 Therefore, Batson rules present another procedure
that gives apparent legitimacy to capital legal
proceedings, while still leaving room for
non-explicit bias to impact trials.
In allowing capital defendants to use
statistical evidence of non-explicit bias to
challenge their death sentences, the RJA
confronted this entire history of racialized
capital sentencing and modern bias in an
unprecedented manner.26 Knowledge of
this history thus provides essential context
and reveals the importance of investigating
the logics that counteracted this progress
and were used to argue against the RJA.
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The following section takes on this analysis,
demonstrating that the main logic behind
RJA opposition concerns arguments regarding the nature of the legal system: its uniformity, impartiality, and primary purpose.

Uniformity
The use of statistical evidence to prove discrimination has been commonplace in civil
rights law for decades.27 However, before the
North Carolina RJA, such use of statistics in
criminal cases was nearly unprecedented.28 It
therefore makes sense that one of the biggest points of opposition to the RJA was
the act’s mobilization of statistical evidence.
Throughout the RJA debates, proponents
unceasingly asserted that the statistical comparison of capital cases could reveal systemic
trends that, in turn, could play the essential
role of filling in gaps where explicit evidence
of unfair conduct might be missing. RJA
proponents claimed that a general culture
of racial bias pervaded North Carolina and
the legal system, affecting the outcomes of
capital cases.29 They argued, however, that
because this bias was rarely explicit, holistic
statistics that revealed systemic trends would
be a useful tool in uncovering it and proving its influence. Representative Paul Lubke
summarized this basic argument in one
debate when he asserted the following:
[Racial disparity in capital sentencing]
shows something about how unconsciously or consciously many in the
criminal justice system are operating. It
shows that when you actually get to the
point there is plenty of prejudice and
discrimination in the criminal justice
system. But, you won’t find people saying it . . . That’s why, friends, we need
to rely on statistics.30
RJA proponents thus advocated for the use of
statistical evidence as an appropriate tool that
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could be used to confront and account for how
non-explicit bias impacted capital legal proceedings.
Alternatively, RJA opponents were
wholly opposed to such use of statistical
evidence. The main logic used to support
this opposition was that a lack of uniformity across capital proceedings made it
inappropriate to use data from various cases
to determine anything about an individual
case—namely, discrimination. Specifically,
opponents argued that because each case
had unique factors shaping its outcome,
statewide information about other cases was
extraneous, and could not be used to infer
the determinants of a given case’s outcome.
This argument was expressed by legislators
like Senator Phil Berger, who argued that
case outcomes rely on “the specific instance
of how a murder was committed, the specific
facts of what happened on the day or the
night that that incident occurred.”31 Berger
protested that statistical data from other
cases “may not have or probably has no particular relevance to the case at hand.”32 This
reasoning was assumed by many other legislators who argued that statistics took the specific “decision of the jury . . . the work of the
district attorneys, and the decision of that
judge . . . [and threw] it in the trash can,”33
while letting individuals introduce “statistics
. . . from another part of the state hours away
. . . that have nothing to do with [their] case
to try to get out of a conviction.”34 Thus, the
notion that the legal system was composed
of distinct cases, with outcomes based on
unique facts and decision making, undergirded RJA opponents’ advocacy that a lack
of systemic uniformity made the RJA’s use of
statistical evidence inappropriate.
This argumentation became particularly
prominent as defendants started appealing
their cases under the RJA. By 2011, nearly
every death row inmate had filed for RJA
relief.35 Opponents seized on this moment
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to further their argument against RJA statistics, citing instances where they believed
that defendants’ specific case facts did not
indicate that racial discrimination had
impacted their sentencing. For instance,
Representative Nelson Dollar advocated
for the RJA’s repeal, citing a White appellant who had “[W]hite victims . . . [W]hite
lawyers, [a] [W]hite judge, [and] eight
out fifteen jurors were [W]hite.”36 Dollar
insisted it was inappropriate that this person could appeal under the RJA given that
“race [was] no factor whatsoever in his jury,
in his victims, and in the killer . . .”37 In
another debate, Representative Sarah Stevens described a similar White defendant
with White victims who appealed under the
RJA. She protested that, in using statistics
about other cases, this defendant was “not
going to have his [appeal] considered on the
facts of the case,” which presumably would
not reveal racial bias.38 Therefore, opponents
pointed to ongoing RJA litigation to support their notion that the mobilization of
holistic statistical evidence inappropriately
allowed defendants to make claims based on
data from other cases that were unrelated to
their own unique trials.
It is important to note that this argumentation about systemic disunity and
case specificity structured opponents’ many
attempts to repeal the RJA. In 2011, before
the RJA’s 2013 repeal, opponents unsuccessfully attempted to remove all language
regarding statistical evidence from the bill.39
In 2012, they successfully amended the act
to state that statistical evidence could only
come from the region where the case was
tried, during the time it was tried, and had
to be supplemented by explicit, case-specific
evidence of racism.40 As explained by Representative Skip Stam, this change improved
the bill because “it gets the focus where it
should belong: on the person who is alleged
to be a first-degree murderer [and] on the
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prosecution where the prosecution occurred
and when it occurred, not in another century, not in another [place].”41 Other legislators like Senator Buck Newton supported
this change, stating that, “under this version . . . you can't use statistics from Clay
County in order to prove racial bias in Wake
County.”42 Thus, RJA opponents conceded
that statistics that accounted for the distinct
details of a case could potentially be relevant.
Nevertheless, they still insisted that even
cases within the same geographic region,
tried by the same legal actors, around the

the outcome of capital cases. Legislators
supporting the act not only argued that
uncontrollable implicit biases impacted legal
actors’ decision making,44 but that many
actors were explicitly biased. Indeed, anecdotes regarding such bias arose throughout
the debates: legislators cited a case in which
a juror “used racial slurs and admitted in
an affidavit that bigotry impacted his decision,”45 and an RJA appeal which revealed
that a prosecutor had written racialized
notes about Black jurors.46 These concerns
about bias were compounded by proponents’ insistence that existing procedural
protections against the influence of racial
RJA opponents rebuked this notion, bias were insufficient. While RJA propothe insufficiency
instead contending that, particularly nents specifically stressed
47
of
Batson
protections,
they
also generally
in capital contexts, the criminal
commented that systemic safeguards had
legal system’s main purpose was to
not stopped the discrimination implied by
provide justice through punishment. numerous cases in which innocent Black
defendants had been wrongfully convicted.48 These proponents thus asserted
same time, were too distinct to be compa- that the RJA provided an essential addition
rable and used to inform one another. This to the system’s currently ineffective safeidea was affirmatively represented by the guards against bias.
additional stipulation that “statistical eviRJA opponents assumed an irreconcildence alone is insufficient to establish that ably different line of reasoning. They argued
race was a significant factor” in one’s trial, that because the influence of racial bias was
and that one must show “with particularity sufficiently controlled for in the legal system,
how the evidence supports a claim that race the RJA was redundant and did not provide
was a significant factor . . . in [their] case.”43 a needed safeguard against discrimination.
Thus, RJA proponents persisted in arguing Meeting proponents’ claims head on, oppothat cases within the legal system were too nents argued against the bias of legal actors
individualized and distinct for data about and promoted that current systemic protecdifferent cases to be compared and used to tions were sufficient.
inform one another.
Several opponents drew on their experiences as attorneys to argue against the idea
that bias impacted legal actors’ decision
Impartiality
making. While many claimed that they had
never personally encountered racially biased
The next main argument that opponents actors,49 others insisted that the requirement
used to advocate against the RJA concerned that legal actors justify their decisions based
the impartiality of the legal system. The RJA on specific facts prevented race from impactwas born of the notion that racism impacted ing legal decision making. For instance,
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legislators like Representative Sarah Stevens
explained that “there are very specific facts
to get the death penalty, and there is not
a person on death row that the jury has not
found that they had prior criminal histories [or . . .] that the crime they committed was especially heinous . . . race doesn’t
and shouldn’t matter.”50 Likewise, Representative Tim Moore promoted that it was
“simply not appropriate” to say that race
impacted prosecutorial decisions about
who to strike from juries, because prosecutors’ decisions were based on specific
factors: “Maybe [the juror has] a criminal
record. Maybe they know something about
the case. Maybe they’re related to someone
involved. There are a number of factors.”51
Such comments illustrate opponents’ logic
that racial bias did not impact the decisions of legal actors because, in making
decisions in capital cases, actors focused on
the concrete facts that made a defendant
death-eligible or a juror unqualified to serve:
facts that leave no room for race to impact
decisions.
To further support the idea that the
RJA was unnecessary, opponents argued that
extensive existing legal protections ensured
that if bias did impact a case, it would be
detected and addressed. Opponents’ insistence on the sufficiency of Batson protections was particularly notable, especially in
light of proponents’ claims that this safeguard was inadequate. For instance, Senator
Thom Goolsby forcefully stated his belief in
the effectiveness of Batson protections:
Any attorney who doesn't [file a Batson
challenge], particularly in a death penalty case where they're representing a
minority defendant, will very quickly find
a motion filed against them . . . for
ineffective assistance of counsel . . .
The state has the requirement to proffer
a race neutral reason for the strike. [The
court then] assesses the state's proffered
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reason and determines whether or not
the defendant proved purposeful discrimination. I've heard a lot of talk
about…people being taken off juries
willy-nilly . . . that's not the way our
courts currently function . . . we already
have those protections in place.52
Here, Goolsby cited the potential for “ineffective assistance of counsel” complaints,
the necessity of offering race-neutral justifications, and the court’s responsibility
to closely assess these justifications as safeguards that all ensure the effectiveness of
Batson protections. In a different debate,
Representative Skip Stam took Goolsby’s
point further, noting that all Batson decisions are “appealable to the North Carolina
Supreme Court.”53 Therefore, in contrast to
RJA proponents, opponents saw this act as
providing an unnecessary addition to the
already extensive protections against biased
jury selection.
RJA opponents also argued that the
legal system’s other extensive protections
against racial discrimination made the RJA
unnecessary. For instance, Representative
David Guice argued, “Individuals are protected [from] judicial bias based on race,
color, religion, social and economic status,
or national origin. I do not understand
why we need an additional law . . . when
these protections can already be found in
the United States Constitution, the North
Carolina Constitution and existing federal
and state criminal procedure.”54 Concurring
with this idea, other legislators cited appeals,
habeas corpus relief, discovery laws, and
North Carolina’s Innocence Commission as
among the “literally dozens of checkpoints”
available to ensure that discrimination does
not impact legal proceedings.55 Opponents
thus reasoned that because the legal system
was already sufficiently impartial and protected from racial discrimination, the RJA
was duplicative and unnecessary.
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Primary Purpose
The final main argument that opponents
used to attack the RJA concerned their
notions about the criminal legal system’s
primary purpose––particularly in the capital
context. According to RJA proponents, the
overarching goal of the RJA was to promote
fairness and objectivity in the legal system.
This idea was well reflected by Representative Alma Adams in a debate over the act’s
final repeal: “The first priority of our criminal justice system . . . should be to ensure
justice and fairness and to not uphold verdicts that have any hint of racial discrimination.”56 Indeed, many legislators concurred
with this notion, citing that the RJA would
crucially ensure due process, protecting capital defendants against bias and ensuring
them a jury of their peers.57
RJA opponents rebuked this notion,
instead contending that, particularly in
capital contexts, the criminal legal system’s
main purpose was to provide justice through
punishment. On this basis, they reasoned
that the RJA was misguided because it
undermined a focus on directly and expediently punishing individuals for their
crimes.
Opponents derided the RJA for erroneously detracting from a focus on exacting
punishment based on an individuals’ crimes.
Throughout the debates, opponents frequently cited the heinous details underlying
the crimes committed by death row inmates.
They protested that these “unspeakable,
inhuman acts” should dictate punishment.58
For instance, Representative J. Curtis Blackwood objected that with the RJA, “we’re just
muddying the water trying to bring in some
other factors that didn’t have any varying on
the particular crime.”59 In this same vein,
Senator Thom Goolsby contested:
There's no question that [RJA appellants]
committed murder, were convicted in
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courtrooms of murder, and were sentenced to death in courtrooms of murder. Now we're talking about Monday
morning quarterbacking on a whole
new extreme looking at statistics alone
in order to [determine their sentencing]
. . . That should disturb you greatly.60
Opponents thus argued against the RJA,
reasoning that allowing statistical evidence
to impact capital sentencing diminished––
even rejected––the system’s proper focus on
retributive punishment.
Similarly, opponents condemned the
RJA for stymying the imposition of just
punishment. They claimed that, in addition
to converting death sentences to life without
parole, the RJA would put a moratorium
on capital punishment. The argument that
the RJA would be “abused to delay trials
and . . . effectively end the death penalty,”
was common, with opponents citing the
need to collect evidence, conduct hearings
and appeals, and the prohibitive costs of
hiring additional staff and analysts to prepare RJA cases.61 Opponents argued that,
in stopping or delaying executions, the RJA
undermined the legal system’s important
task of providing retributive justice for victims. For example, Senator Thom Goolsby
advocated that the state should do away
with the RJA because there is “a moral
obligation to ensure that death row criminals convicted of the most heinous crimes
imaginable finally face justice . . . Victims'
families have suffered far too long, and it's
time to stop the legal wrangling and to bring
them peace and the closure they deserve.”62
Likewise, while debating the act’s initial
passage, Representative Dale Folwell asserted
that, in impeding capital punishment, the
RJA denied justice to victims and their families by “reopening [wounds] that many of
them have been trying for decades to close.”63
This sentiment was echoed by countless legislators, who frequently cited the names of
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victims who they believed the RJA would
harm.64 RJA opponents thus argued that in
stymying capital executions, the RJA erroneously undermined the legal system’s primary
purpose of exacting retributive punishment
and justice.

A Closer Look and Steps
Forward

bias contribute to individual legal outcomes.
Opponents’ claims about systemic disunity
inaccurately silo cases from their united
context in a system with uniform rules
and procedures which, as demonstrated in
the beginning of this article, are known to
impact how individuals navigate the legal
system. As a result, statistics that speak to
systemic trends and the way that rules and
procedures promote certain outcomes for
defendants are indeed relevant to individual cases. Further, opponents’ faith in legal
actors’ ability to be impartial by focusing on

This article’s examination of the RJA debates
demonstrates that opponents’ advocacy
against the RJA centered on arguments
about the legal system: its uniformity,
The above analysis does not claim
impartiality, and primary purpose. Before
to speak to the true intentions
discussing the implications of these findings, it is important to put pressure on the
behind legislators’ advocacy, nor
reasoning opponents used to undermine
does it assume their knowledge
the RJA.
of the history belying their
Opposition to the RJA was supported
argumentation. Rather it speaks
by arguments about why the act conflicted
to the anti-Blackness that both
with the nature of the legal system. Intriguundergirds
and is reflected in the
ingly, the logic of this opposition differs
reasoning they used to advocate
from that which has historically been used
against the RJA.
to argue against race-conscious anti-discrimination policies. Comprehensive
social science research has demonstrated
that such opposition has tended to focus on specific case facts demonstrates a lack of conblaming racial disparities on the individual sideration for how implicit bias can impact
choices and behaviors of Black Americans.65 how such facts are assessed: as previously outThis explicitly anti-Black argumentation, lined, research shows Black defendants tend
which ignores structural disadvantage in to be perceived as more guilty and receive
favor of notions about inherent racial inferi- harsher sentences than White ones. Simiority, has been used to counter policies that larly, statements about the sufficiency of the
would expand equal access to employment, legal system’s protections against bias ignore
housing, and educational opportunities.66 the way that these protections, like Batson
Though such pathology-based logic is absent rules, still allow for bias to pervade legal decifrom the RJA debates, RJA opponents’ rea- sion making. The fact that significant racial
soning is not free from a connection to and disparities persist despite these protections is
reflection of anti-Blackness.
a testament to that.
It is worth noting that a close assessment
This is all to say that the arguments
of opponents’ claims about the legal system’s that the legal system is not united and is
lack of uniformity and its impartiality reveal impartial denies the insidious nature of sysa disregard for the way implicit and systemic temic and implicit racism. Whether RJA
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opponents had racial motivations when
using this logic is beside the point. Most
important is that opponents’ disregard for
the impact of non-explicit, systemic bias
reflects the same disregard that has helped

relationship between anti-Blackness and the
rise of tough on crime rhetoric and policies in the twentieth century. For example,
Michelle Alexander famously places this rise
during Reagan’s War on Drugs as part of
a precalculated effort to maintain White
supremacy and Black oppression through
mass incarceration.67 Meanwhile, in her
A comprehensive understanding
groundbreaking scholarship historian
of the logic used to argue against
Elizabeth Hinton claims that it started earthe RJA combined with this
lier, in the Kennedy and Johnson adminissubsequent analysis can be used to trations. Like Alexander, however, Hinton
inform future efforts to legislatively maintains that the rise of this rhetoric and
address racial disparities in the
policy was rooted in race, specifically citcriminal legal system.
ing how, motivated by pathology-based
beliefs about Black inferiority and fear
of racial uprisings, welfare initiatives
promote pathology-based arguments and evolved into initiatives to over-police,
undermine anti-discrimination policies in over-punish, and ultimately criminalize
the past. Where structural disadvantage was and incarcerate Black individuals in urban
denied in favor of racist, cultural arguments communities.68 Regardless of when it began,
then, such disadvantage is ignored in favor scholars agree that the pervasion of tough on
of certain notions about the legal system crime rhetoric, and the racialized fear monhere—in both cases, to advocate against pol- gering accompanying it, was motivated by
icies that would ameliorate the grave impacts racism and ultimately resulted in a cultural
of anti-Black bias.
shift towards extreme punishment.69 The
Also important to consider is the immense pressure to be tough on crime has
overriding interest in punishment and ret- led politicians of each party to assume this
ribution undergirding RJA opposition. rhetoric and pursue policies that reflect it.70
Legislators did not mention race nor indiEspecially in the context of capital punishment, it is easy to look at politicians’
retributive rhetoric and understand that
While such conversations may not they view the truly devastating acts of capchange the minds of those whose ital defendants as unforgivable. However,
opposition is racially motivated, it
deeper analysis reveals that their argumencould help in swaying individuals
tation—which deprioritizes procedural
who hold unexamined beliefs about fairness and disregards the humanity of
criminals—stems from a racially rooted
the legal system.
and historically developed cultural attitude that demands that the legal system
cate that race motivated their arguments be punitive. The decision to dismiss and
about the legal system’s punitive purpose. devalue those labeled “criminal” comes from
However, their tough on crime argumen- a racial past.
tation does have a deeply racialized history.
The above analysis does not claim to
Scholars have thoroughly documented the speak to the true intentions behind legislators’
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advocacy, nor does it assume their knowledge of the history belying their argumentation. Rather, it speaks to the anti-Blackness
that both undergirds and is reflected in the
reasoning they used to advocate against the
RJA. A comprehensive understanding of the
logic used to argue against the RJA combined with this subsequent analysis can be
used to inform future efforts to legislatively
address racial disparities in the criminal legal
system.
The findings in this article allow activists to better understand and prepare for the
arguments that stand in the way of legislatively addressing non-explicit bias in the
criminal legal system. For instance, understanding RJA opposition directs enthusiasts of RJA-like reforms to pay attention to
politicians’ notions about the character of
the legal system when supporting elected
officials. It could also motivate activists to
prepare for such opposition, by promoting
broader discussions among elected individuals and community members about the
impacts of implicit and systemic bias, and
the racialized roots of certain notions about
the legal system. While such conversations
may not change the minds of those whose
opposition is racially motivated, it could
help in swaying individuals who hold unexamined beliefs about the legal system. Most
importantly, however, these findings demonstrate a need to invigorate serious discussions
about both racism and the humanity of individuals who have committed serious crimes.
RJA opposition demonstrates a prioritizing
of normative ideas about a system over the
lives of Black Americans and people who
have made grave, criminal mistakes. Significant steps are needed to overcome this,
the most effective of which may include
initiatives to increase proximity to people
of different races and those in the criminal
legal system. Only an investment in and
a true understanding of the humanity of
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those who are marginalized and stigmatized,
those who RJA-like reforms attempt to help,
can change this prioritization. The above
ideas represent only a few of the many ways
activists can seize on these findings to promote more informed and successful efforts
to legislatively address non-explicit racism in
the criminal legal system. Armed with these
insights, advocates can be equipped to see
successful and persisting RJA-like reforms
through and help realize America’s aspirational promise of racial justice and equal
treatment under the law.
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